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Developing Our Children. Perris Singers Advance In 
McDonaldfest Competition. 
Lost Weekend For Local 
Volume 22 Number 38 
Irene Jacks 
Dies After 
Short Illness 
Irene Jacks 
Mrs. Irene Latham Jacks, wife 
of Rev. William Jacks for 53 years, 
died following a stroke on Tues-
day, October 4, at 8:00 p.m. The 
Jacks have been residents of San 
Bernardino off and on since 1959. 
Funeral services will be held 
Monday, October 10, at St. Paul 
AME Church, where she served as 
first lady for 17 years. She was 
first lady of Allen Chapel AME 
S.B. 
She was born in Sturgis, MS on 
March 9, 1919 to Eddie and Min-
nie Latham, one of seven children. 
She was a quiet, effective 
leader, serving as a Missionary, 
' member of the choir, Golden 
Gleaners Senoir Citizens, and 
Vice President of the Friends of 
the Dorothy Inghram Library. She 
was one of the first receipeints of 
the Cleo B. Love Award, for 25 
years of Missionary work in the So 
Calif. Womens' Missioanry Soci-
ety. 
Left to cherish her memory are 
husband,William; sons, Leonard 
and Arnold; daughter, Wilma 
Sayles; siblings, Lula Maxwell, 
Isaiah and Ernest Latham,Los 
Angeles, Pauline Stephens, Mem-
phis, TN; 1 step sister and 5 step 
brothers; 9 grandchildren and 9 
great ~ndchildren, and a host of 
other relatives and friends. 
Wanda Arnold 
Passes At 57 
Wanda Arnold 
Wanda Sylvia Bernardette 
Arnold was born April 22, 1937, 
in Colp, Illinois. 
At 18 she entered the U.S. Air 
Force She married George 
Howard, who preceded her in 
death, and to this union was born, 
one son. 
On March 6, 1968, Wanda mar-
ried Franklin Arnold, and a second 
son was born. She continued her 
education, graduating from Cal 
State San Bernardino, with a B.A. 
in Sociology. She also became a 
successful Mary Kay Consultant 
Unit Director. After retiring from 
Mary Kay, she accepted a position 
as a counselor for the San 
Bernardino Job Corps, a position 
she held until her health failed. 
She leaves to cherish her mem-
ory, her husband Franklin, two 
sons, David and Michael, her 
mother, Mary E. Brown of Detroit, 
MI; one brother, Wallace Wilkes, 
two sisters, Hellen J. Adams, and 
Jeanette Cox, all of Detroit MI; 
one grandson, nieces, nephews, 
and a host of friends. 
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Man Surrenders After 16 Hour Stand-Off 
BY CHERYL BROWN 
Black Voice News 
A heated argument between a man and the mother of his children esca~ lated into a 16 
hour stand off in what appears 
to be a "knee jerk reaction" to 
an "O.J. Simpson" type of inci-
dent, said Michael Reynolds, 
who is facing a 25 year to life 
charge that he threatened Linda 
Buhneing with a gun. Both 
agree that never happened. She 
all along asserted that he never 
threatened her with a gun. She 
told the police he had his guns 
out cleaning them earlier in the 
day, but that he had not threat-
ened her. Reynolds says he 
legally owns two guns which 
are automatic weapons. The 
response to her 911 call, saying 
she felt threatened by him is 
compounded by the fact she is 
White, says Reynolds. 
For the past 16 years the 
relationship has been rocky. 
They both come from very dif-
ferent backgrounds. He says 
she always wants her way, and 
that she is spoiled. 
called the children and asked 
them if they felt threatened and 
they said no. Police accused 
Reynolds of holding his chil-
dren hostage. "He would never 
hurt his children," said Buhne-
ing. "I told the police that, I 
told them he didn't threaten me 
with a gun. Over and over I 
told them. I talked with Detec-
tive Ron San Filipo and he said 
it wouldn't go in my record, 
they had to say those things," 
she continued. 
"When daylight came, after 
sleeping on the floor with my 
children, we could see, so I 
sent them out. As soon as they 
went out the door, the police 
held a gun to each one's head 
and took them away. My father 
was out front and I could see 
him so I walked out and was 
arrested. For 72 hours I was 
placed in a mental ward of the 
hospital. Then for 14 days, I 
was in jail. I wasn't arraigned 
in the 72 hours. 
ing to the Press Enterprise, the 
Riverside Police arrested 
Reynolds on suspicion of creat-
ing a disturbance and threaten-
ing a police officer with a 
weapon. Bob Hanson, Infor-
mation Officer said, he was 
charged with 422, terrorist 
threats; 73, child endanger-
ment; 148, resisting arrest; 
12021, possession of a fireann 
by a felon, (narcotic addict, or 
convicted of a felony using a 
fireann). There was no crimi-
nal file on him or the police 
could not disclose that infoma-
tion .. 
"He had a 9MM and a Mac 
90 sports rifle, with three Black 
magazines, two other maga-
zines and one magazine he 
threw out in the yard," said 
Hanson. Reynolds says they 
are legal, Hanson did not dis-
agree. 
According to Hansen, when 
there is an emergency situation 
a warrant does not have to be 
obtained."We must take every 
precaution, " he said. 
He has legal custody of the 
two children, ages 9 and 14, 
and she has been known to 
steal them from him, that is 
why there is a restraining order 
against her. 
Michael Reynolds, Linda Buhnelng and family. 
Reynold's fear stems from a 
time when he was not living 
the clean life, that he has been 
living the past 25 years. One 
night a man came into his 
house while he was sleeping, 
and shot him in the head twice, 
the neck and his face. The 
scars will always be with him. 
''That sole incident changed my 
life. I asked God in and I 
turned away from drugs and the 
petty disruptions, in my life," 
he said. 
."We could have responded 
with violence, but it is not he 
policy of the Riverside Police 
Depanment. We even called in 
outside experts, as in this case, 
the Sheriff's Department came 
in and he gave up shortly 
after," said Hanson. "They 
used a fresh approach." 
Reynolds said he gave up when 
day light came up, after he 
could see his father. Hanson 
said, "they didn't want to 
endanger family members so 
they only let him talk to them 
on tape." 
According to Reynolds the 
stand off began when they were 
arguing about whose family 
gathering the children would 
attend on Labor Day. He and 
the children were going to his 
family reunion and she wanted 
to take the children to hers. 
According to both, the chil-
dren, refused to go with Buhne-
ing and the argument began. 
She went out the door to a 
neighbor's house in only a 
night gown. The police were 
called and according to Buhne-
ing, "I told the police I felt 
threatened, not that he threat-
ened me with a gun. The 911 
report will prove I dido 't say 
that." For the next 16 hours 
Buhneing sat in a police car not 
knowing what was happening 
to her family. "I kept asking 
the officers what was happeQ-
ing and different police officers 
would ask me to tell the story 
over and over." 
While she was in the car, the 
police officers went to the door 
and asked Reynolds to come 
out. He asked for proof, as 
well as a warrant, if they were 
truly the police. "Only a few 
days earlier there was a report 
in the paper that I have the 
right to ask the police to identi-
fy themselves. When I heard 
all the glass breaking in the 
neighborhood and when I 
opened the door and it was 
pitch black outdoors, I called 
911. I told them someone was 
breaking bottles and as I was 
speaking with the dispatcher a 
voice came on the phone and 
told me to give up, he said." 
The crisis was full blown. 
"All I could think about was 
how they beat Rodney King or 
that they would shoot me and 
Another 81,ack Professional 
Man Bites The Dust 
WASHINGTON (AP) -The criminal investi-gation of Agriculture 
Secretary Mike Espy will not 
be slowed by his resignation -
and may expand to include a 
scholarship given his girlfriend, 
the independent counsel con-
ducting the probe says. 
Espy said he's become dis-
tracted from his job by the 
investigation into gifts he 
received from individuals and 
finns doing business with his 
agency. 
"I must personally over-
come the challenge to my good 
name," Espy, 40, told a news 
conference. He was the first 
Black and the youngest person 
to serve as agriculture secre-
tary. 
Espy said today in Kansas 
City, MO., that 1994 "was not 
such a good year for me," but 
vowed to work hard developing 
a farm bill before he leaves 
office. 
"In politics, perception is 
reality ... my problems detract 
from his (President Clinton's) 
work," Espy said at a Agricul-
ture Department conference. ''I 
have to leave. " 
Regardless of the legal out-
come for Espy, his resignation 
under a cloud resents another 
headache for Clinton. The 
president is contending with 
the ongoing probe of his 
Arkansas business dealings, a 
sexual harassment suit by a for-
mer Arkansas state worker and 
recalcitrant Republicans who 
have bottled up key parts of his 
legislative program. 
He becomes the second 
Clinton Cabinet member to 
resign, following former 
Defense Secretary Les Aspin. 
Rep . John Conyers, D-
Mich., chainnan of the House 
Government Operations Com-
mittee, said he was stunned 
because "I had been assured 
the matters under investigation 
were so trivial they hardly war-
ranted the scrutiny they were 
given." 
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plant something on me. I was 
scared," said Reynolds. "My 
kids were scared and would not 
leave out; the main fear was 
the darkness, we couldn't see 
anything anJ didn't want to 
take the chance. I called my 
brother and told him to bring 
the family over so I wouldn't 
die without witnesses." The 
police again called me and 
asked me to come out. First 
they told me, in a good faith 
gesture, I had to throw out my 
gun clips. I complied. They 
told me to come out without a 
shirt on and make a 380° tum 
so they could see I didn't have 
a weapon. I came out on two 
occasions, the guns clicked and 
I thought I'd be shot, so each 
time I went back in." Accord-
ing to Reynolds, the police 
It was this life, a youth 
record that was sealed, that is 
now being looked at to see if 
Reynold's is eligible for the 
Three Strikes Law. "When I 
was a teenager I spent time in 
the Juvenile Forestry and the 
Youth Authority. I was arrest-
ed for ditching school, assault 
& battery, receiving stolen 
property and disturbing the 
peace. I haven't even gotten a 
ticket in 25 years and I've 
never had a domestic violence 
call," he said. "I don't believe 
in hitting women. My mother 
is a woman and I have a great 
deal of respect for her. Accord-
Hanson verified the police 
did knock out the city street 
lights. "We take a lot of pre-
cautionary steps." 
"We are not allowed to make 
certain comments on domestic 
violence cases," said Hanson 
who could not give any more 
infonnation. 
The couple is now seeking 
counseling and are attending 
church regularly. 
Lawyers Think Simpson Won't Be Convicted 
lifi i ' ·~ ·, "'1llt. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) • A majority of lawyers In a national poll think O.J. Simpson will not be 
convicted in his murder trial. Sixty-one percent believe the trial wlll resuh in either acquittal 
or a hung jury for Simpson in the deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson and her friend Ronald 
Goldman, The National Law Journal reported today. "I hope those lawyers get to serve on 
the jury," Simpson attorney Robert Shapiro told the legal journal. In the survey, 78 percent of 
the lawyers said intense media coverage of the case reduces the likelihood of the ex-football 
player receiving a fair trial. The same percentage thought the judge should issue a gag order 
prohibiting all parties from discussing the case publlcly. The telephone survey by Penn & 
Schoen Associates included 311 randomly selected lawyers interviewed Sept. 23-26. Results 
have a margin of sampling error of plus or minus 6 percentage points. Lawyers who 
specialize in criminal defense were a small part of the sample - fewer than 50. Only one in 
five of these criminal defense lawyers thought Simpson would be found guilty of the 
murders. (Pictured above) Los Angeles defense attorney, Johnny Cochran speaks with his 
client O.J. Simpson at a preliminary hearing to try and get murder charges against the former 
football star dismissed. PHOTO BY A·A PRESS PHOTO 
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GUEST EDITORIAL 
Let's Not Vote For The 
Prettiest Sign! 
By Professor Lou Nitti, Jr. 
, , Black Voice News 
i The election season is upon us and we must be aware of smooth-
; talking candidates, or worse, those who don't say anything of sub-
; stance. Let's not be guilty of voting someone in because they put up 
: the most signs! This is a wen known trick in politics. "The person 
: with the most signs wins, because that is all the effort most people 
; wiU take to find out who is the best candidate! " Are we an that 
; dumb? I, for one don't think so. Remember, all candidates will say 
: they are against crime, against graffiti, against drugs, for lower 
• taxes, more jobs, the American flag and Mom's apple pie! To the 
: person, they will claim that if elected they will accomplish all of 
i this) and be responsive to the citizen's wishes. Baloney! 
I VOT'E fO~ 
TPS f'&~sotv 
W \ T>t Tt\e 
<o~~ S\6u! 
; If you attend city council meetings you note that very often, just 
: the opposite is the case. Hearings are held on an issue, many con-
! cerned voters wiH appear and speak up on what they want. Then, 
; the council proceeds to vote the exact opposite of what the people 
! want or have been working for, with no explana~ion. Some insiders 
i have said councils vote opposite of the people as a matter of 
: course!! -------------------------------------------------' 
, DI . 0 c· ! In Fontana, many of us are Mad as Heck and We Are Not Going e Ve O p I n g h I d i to Take it Anymore. For example, you can judge politicians by past u r I re n 
l ~:;~::~~ ;;~s;~!~ :;~r:::/i~1:~~~:r::1~:~t~t:"th:/:i~i 
i vote against it. This happens in Fontana often, with Rea Watson, 
: John Roberts and Gary Boyles always voting together to sink an 
, issue. This is known as a power play. Now, with Boyles not run-
; ning, he has chosen Randy Spates to run for mayor in his place. 
• ; You see? Spates agrees with everything Boyles does. If Spates 
'. doesn't win they hope Bea Watson will. Another power play! I 
: hope no one falls for these transparent tactics! 
• An example of democracy in action is the Fontana Political 
: Action Coalition which is sending out a questionnaire I helped draft 
: to make sure politicians in Fontana, at least, own up to what they 
• believe in and put it in writing. We wi11 send out this fonn and can-
: didates will fi]l it out. The committee will then interview them in 
• person and the Coalition will choose candidates who are business 
~ 
> friendly and will tell us their creative ideas (if they have any!) for 
~ improving the city. We will then campaign for them vigorously. 
; Another example is a newsletter I am printing caned Citizen's 
~ Rights which tens of "horror stories" that have happened due to 
I wrong-headed management and "Bloc voting" at city hall. This 
~ newsletter is to inf onn the public of the truth behind city council 
: meetings in Fontana, which the regular newspapers simply do not 
; have the space to print. If you have a "horror story" I will print It. 
: To me this is Democracy in Action. Call (909) 822-1847 with your 
•, story, and it will appear in the next issue. 
LETTER To THE EDITOR 
DEAR EDITOR: (Sent to Mr. Leland Stein, Sports Editor) 
On behalf of the United Negro College Fund, thank you for your 
story on UNCF's "A Midsummer Night's Magic". 
BY HUGH B. PRICE 
In July, at the 84th Annual Conference of the National Urban League, I delivered my first keynote 
address as president of the 
organization. Among other 
ideas, I proposed that our affili-
ates create local Youth 
Development Funds which 
would pay to put caring youth 
workers regularly in the lives of 
every inner-city youngster who 
needs one. 
The response to our proposal 
has been swift and gratifying. 
- -
It's a sign that the African-
American community is espe-
cially concerned about young 
people who are at risk of falling 
into anti-social and self-
destructive behavior. 
Society helped create the 
problem by perpetuating racial 
discrimination and by failing to 
assure that everyone has the 
skills and the opportunities to 
participate fully in the econom-
ic mainstream. But we also 
realize that it's folly to wait for 
government policies to rescue 
our children. That's largely our 
responsibility as parents and as 
members of our community. 
. In the past, children learned 
values and social skills mostly 
from their parents and through 
experiences in the church, set-
tlement houses, extracurricular 
programs, team sports and 
such. All were part of a critical-
ly important developmental 
infrastructure for our children. 
Today's inner-city children 
have far less exposure to these 
positive developmental experi-
ences. Many of their parents, 
especia]]y single mothers, 
struggle to hold several jobs 
just to get by financially. They 
simply aren't home when their 
children arrive from school. 
Financially strapped schoo 
systems have slashed extracur-
ricular programs. Many inne 
city settlement houses and 
youth centers are too under-
funded and dilapidated to pro-
vide safe havens and construc-
tive programs for all the chil-
dren who need them. 
What's worse, the void left 
by the evaporation of this 
developmental infrastructure 
has been filled by gangs. They 
attract youngsters desperately 
in search of identity and com-
panionship. 
To take our children back 
from the streets, we - espe-
cially those of us in the 
African-American community 
- must summon the wiU and 
the wherewithal to ensure that 
each inner-city child who needs 
attention, support and direction 
has a caring adult in his or her 
life every day. 
That's where our Youth 
Development Fund comes in. 
I see our Urban League affil-
.iates convening others in the 
community to fonnulate a mas-
ter plan for delivering youth 
services after school and over 
the summer in churches, 
schools, community centers, 
safe homes, even National 
Guard annories. 
The Fund would help pay 
the salaries of part-time youth 
workers who would become 
major constructive influences 
in the daily lives of urban chil-
dren who now lack adequate 
support and supervision. 
We African Americans who 
have made it must share the 
fruits of our success even more 
generously with those of us 
who haven't. I realize that 
many of us donate time and 
money to our causes. But the 
dire plight of our children 
demands that we do much 
more. 
Imagine the impact if thou-
sands of us stepped forward to 
contribute $500 to $1,000 
annually to help rescue our 
kids. Surely many of us can 
afford this modest sacrifice in 
our standard of living to serve a 
larger cause. 
Many people correctly see 
this as a cost-effective way to 
combat crime by detouring 
youngsters early on from lives 
of lawlessness. This up front 
investment makes more sense 
to me as a ~payer than sink-
ing billions more dollars into 
prisons. 
Others see this as an invest-
ment in creating a viable, pro-
ductive workforce of the future. 
I buy that argument for our 
Youth Development Fund as 
well. 
Either way, taking our chil-
dren back from the streets will 
save dollars and makes sense. 
We at UNCF are grateful for the coverage and the support of 
: insightful journalists, as we strive to keep the doorways of educa-
, tion open for more than 54,000 UNCF students. Since this is the 
50th Anniversary of UNCF, special energy was put into planning 
Once again thanks for your support. National News Survey this year's annual fund-raiser. I 
Sincerely, 
Sandra R. Gregg L------------------------___:.-----,------------' 
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Appears To Worsen Parole' Plan 
Washington, D.C. (NBNS) - A recently released government 
report paints a fairly dismal picture of the overall health of Blacks 
in America, especially for African-American males. Kate Prager, a 
demographer for the National Center for Health Statistics - the 
agency which released the repon - concluded ''The current trend is 
a widening health gap between Blacks and Whites." The nation's 
top killers remain heart disease, cancer and stroke - accounting for 
over 60 per cent of all deaths. But heart disease and stroke rates 
have gone down in recent years, they remain highest for Black 
males. Lung disease is the fourth leading killer. It has risen signifi-
cantly for both Black and White females, risen less significantly 
for Black males while remaining stable for White males. Acciden-
tal deaths rank fifth followed by pneumonia diabetes and suicide. 
AIDS is now the ninth leading killer. But it is the sixth leading 
killer of Black males hitting Black homosexual males especially 
hard. AIDS is the eighth leading killer of White males. But it does 
not rank in the top ten for either Black or White females. Mean-
while, the 10th leading cause of death in America is homicide. And 
the group hardest hit is young Black males between 15 and 24. 
Young African-American males have a homicide rate eight times 
that of Whites. 
Life Expectancy Figures Rising 
Except For Black Males 
Washington, D.C. (NBNS) - Despite a host of often bad news 
about health, Americans are actually living longer lives - with one 
exception: · Black males. The average life expectancy for Black 
males is declining. This is a phenomenon almost unheard of in a 
modem, industrialized nation such as America. Among Blacks and 
Whites, the longevity figures provided by the National Center for 
Health Statistics are as follows: White females - 79.6 years; Black 
females - 73.8 years; White males - --- 72.9 years; Black 
males - 64.6 years; Black male life expectancy reached its peak in 
1985 when it stood at 65.3 years. 
Richmond, Va. (NBNS) - Black Richmond, Virginia Mayor 
Leonidas Young last week shocked and angered Black political 
leaders by announcing his support for an anti-crime proposal which 
many consider racist. Young gave his endorsemen~ to Proposal ?' -
a no parole for persons convicted of violent cnmes plan bei?g 
pushed by the state's conservative Governor George Allen. Studies 
suggest that such plans overcrowd the nation's jails while having 
little impact on crime. Another of the state's leading Black 
politicians Representative Robert C. Scott has labeled Proposal X 
"a political ploy and a waste of money." ' 
Nation of Islam Alleges 
Conspiracy By Jewish Group 
Washington, D.C. (NBNS) - During a special forum in Washing-
DC last week a spokesman for the Nation of Islam accused ton, . . • • 1 h. the Jewish Anti-Defamation League (AD~) of havm~ a ong ist~-
ry of crimes and conspiracies against Afncan-Amencans and their 
leaders. Abdul Alim Muhammad told the gathering of about 300 
people, "You can't think of a Black leader who has not been 
destroyed or slandered by the AOL." Muhammad al~o ~uggest~ 
that the AOL played a role in the recent ouster of ~en Jami~ ~avis 
as head of the NAACP. The group had been .highly cntical of 
Chavis' overtures to Nation of Islam leader Louis F31:~an. ~l~ 
participating in the gathering were followers of pohucal activist 
Lyndon LaRouche. The AOL has also been critical of LaRouche. 
I r 
• 
. 
Make Your Vote 
Count This Novembert 
The Black Voice News 
Changes In School 
Lunch Programs 
Home& 
Body 
Eunice WIiiiamson 
QUESTION: What changes 
are being introduced in the 
, school lunch program to ensure 
that my children will receive 
nutritious, health conscious 
meals? 
ANSWER: • By 1998, the 
United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) is propos-
ing to require that school meals 
meet the applicable recommen-
dations for the Dietary Guide-
lines, including the quantified 
standards established for total 
fat and saturated fat. Proposed 
regulations will also require 
schools to make an effort to 
serve a variety of foods, reduce 
sodium and cholesterol levels, 
and increase dietary fiber. 
• The USDA regulations will 
reinforce the idea of looking at 
the total diet and not merely a 
single meal by specifying that 
school meals meet nutrition 
standards oveT ·a one week 
menu cycle. They 'will require 
that all foods offered over a 
school week provide a level of 
nutrients for specified age 
groups rather than meet mini-
mum amounts of specific food 
items for each age group as is 
currently required. The maxi-
mum levels of calories from fat 
and saturated fat will be set at 
30 percent and 10 percent of 
calories, respectively. Mini-
mum levels based on the Rec-
ommended Dietary Allowance 
will be set for protein, vitamin 
A, vitamin C, iron, calcium, 
and calories. The USDA has 
chosen to monitor only those 
listed because they are key 
nutrients that promote growth 
and development. 
• Commodity foods such as' 
milk, meat, and cheese are a 
significant component of the 
meals that are served to chil-
dren. To ensure that school 
meals conform to the Dietary 
Guidelines, the USDA has pro-
posed strategies such as: reduc-
ing the proportion of calories 
from fat in donated commodi-
ties such as ground beef and 
cheese, developing lower-fat 
versions of foods used in great 
quantities, and offering more 
vegetarian meals. The USDA 
hopes to revise the commodi-
ties system to encourage more 
purchases of low fat items such 
as fruits, vegetables, and grains. 
• The USDA is proposing to 
encourage school food authori-
ties to make public disclosure 
of the nutrients contained in 
their meals. Anticipated bene-
fits of nutrition disclosure 
include:· 1) an increased aware-
ness on the part of students and 
parents of the nutritional quali-
ty of school meals, 2) an 
enhanced ability for students 
and parents to make healthful 
choices, and 3) increased sup-
port for the school lunch pro-
gram through recognition of the 
improved quality of school 
meals. 
Source: Nutrition Perspec-
tives, May/June 1994 
If you have questions you 
would like answered, write to 
Eunice T. Williamson, Home 
Economist, University of Cali-
fornia Cooperative Extension, 
Riverside County, 21150 Box 
Springs Road, Moreno Valley, 
CA 92557-8708. University of 
California Cooperative Exten-
sion programs are open to all. 
The Engagement 
ACCENTS ON 
WEDDINGS 
Congratulations! You are 
engaged. The next few months 
. will be filled with the excite-
ment of planning and directing 
the pre-wedding arrangements. 
Of course you will want to 
tell your family and friends of 
your engagement. Who do you 
tell first? Today the fiancee 
usually does not ask the parents 
for your hand so you will want 
to tell your parents first. If they 
live near by, visit them in per-
son. If they do not live nearby, 
phone them, I am sure they will 
be as excited as you are. 
You should next tell your 
fiance 's parents if he has not 
discussed his pre-engagement 
plans with them. Try to set up 
a meeting so that both sets of 
parents can get acquainted and 
it will help to get off on a good 
start. An informal dinner or 
maybe a Sunday brunch would 
be a nice setting for an intro-
duction. 
You now will want to tell all 
of your friends and relatives the 
exciting news. One excellent 
way to announce the news is at 
an engagement party hosted by 
you and your fiancee' or par-
ents. 
After everyone close to you 
knows about your engagement, 
it is time to tell the rest of the 
world. 
Proud parents love to see 
their daughter's picture in the 
paper. The formal announce-
ment may be placed in your 
local paper. Contact the soci-
ety editor to find out the proce-
dures. Make sure you find out 
if they only accept a Black and 
White photo of the prospective 
bride. Specify the date of 
which you want the announce-
ment to appear. Also, provide 
your name and address and 
"Please Return" on the back of 
the photo. 
If the parents of the bride is 
divorced usually the parent that 
the bride has lived with will 
make the announcement How-
ever, both parents should be 
mentioned in the announce-
ment 
The engagement should not 
be announced prior to one year 
before the wedding and not 
later than six weeks ahead of 
the date. 
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DEAR DR. LEVISTER: I 
am almost 80 and my muscles 
are weaker and I have a prob-
lem walking up stairs. What 
can I do? 70 Plus and Failing. 
DEAR FAILING: It's never 
too late to build up your mus-
cles. Men and women in their 
90s who recently took up 
weight training to strengthen 
their leg muscles ended up 
walking faster, climbing stairs 
more easily and becoming 
more physically active in gen-
eral. 
!It's Never Too Late! 
This report just out from 
researchers at the Human 
Nutrition Research Center on 
Aging at Tufts in Boston. They 
wanted to see if exercise train-
ing could work to counteract 
some of the muscle weakness 
and physical frailty often seen 
in people in their 70s, 80s and 
90s. 
It is true that between ages 
of 20 and 70 a typically seden-
tary American loses about 30% 
of his or her body muscle mass, 
a decline thought by many to 
be inevitable. Our earlier in life Muscles that you start 
remain shrink Bodies strength train-and decrease in ing the better 
size. Ernest Levister, Jr., M.D. off you will be In the stud by the time you y 
elderly people 
more than dou-
bled their mus-
cle strength and 
four who had 
been using a 
walker required 
only a cane 
within ten 
weeks. On the 
average they 
increase their 
daily physical 
hit the 8th, 9th 
and 10th 
decades . 
Remember , 
55% of girls 
and 35% of 
boys will 
presently expect 
to celebrate 
their 85th birth-
day. 
First, get a 
general physical 
examination to activity by about Dr. Ernest Levister, M.D. 
35%. assess your cur-
rent health problems. Upon the 
advice of your physician and in 
conjunction with the local car-
diovascular rehabilitation cen-
ter at the hospital, senior citi-
zen center, a health club or a 
It all makes sense. The 
greater your strength the less 
likely you are to become 
fatigued after physical exertion 
and, therefore, the more active 
you are likely to become. The 
You wish your budget was as big as your hea~. 
You want to gi'(e your family everything. But you 
know giving them the things they want takes saving. 
So Pacific Bell designed Universal Lifeline for low 
income customers. 
Thursda-y, October 6, 1994 
"Y", obtain advice on the type'. 
of exercises that you can do.' 
You should continue with at 
least 20 minutes of aerobic 
exercise. In 2ddition, strength 
training which involves activi-
ties performed while standing 
or sitting in one place such as 
leg lifts, weight lifting, arm 
curls and the like-any move-
ment you can repeat 8-12 times 
in a row that makes a muscle 
or set of muscles push them-
selves to exhaustion-should be 
added. 
There are many tools to 
include hand weights, ankle 
weights , and/or the fancy 
machinery normally found in 
gyms and health clubs. 
It takes just two to three 30-
40 minute sessions a week to 
give your body and general 
well being a boost. 
Please Submit 
Press Releases 
By 5:00 P.M. 
Friday 
Your arms may be full, but with 
Universal Lifeline Telephone Service you can manage 
to hold on to a little more each month. 
With Universal Lifeline, your monthly basic seIVice bill is Call your local Pacific Beil office for more information. 
cut in half, leaving a little extra to spend on the little extras. Pay a little less on monthly phone se IVice so you can give 
And if you need a line in your home. with Universal Lifeline, your family a little mor~. Universal Lifeline Telephone SeIVice. 
Pacific: Bell will install your phone seIVice at a 50% discount. Peace of mind from Pacific Bell. 
Universal Lifeline Telephone Service 
PACIFIC EIBELL. 
A Pacific Telesis Company 
©1994 Paciflc Bell 
I , 
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Pal Center Receives Four-Vear U.S. 
Departmeot Of Education Grant 
There Can Be No Peace 
Without No Justice 
Moreno 
Valley 
encourage them to do more 
nice, successful things for 
themselves, and society. The 
rewards for being a thoughtful 
successful "Peace Builder" are 
many. The Provisional Accelerated Learning (PAL) Center was recently awarded a 
four-year grant by the U. S . 
Department of Education for 
the Inland Empire Educational 
Talent Search Project, a TRIO 
program. 
Educational Talent Search is 
a dropout prevention, interven-
tion and educational recovery 
program for 11-to-27-year-old 
college potential youth. Low-
income, first-generation college 
potential students are provided 
the supportive services needed 
for post-secondary education. 
Services include counseling, 
academic advisement, tutoring, 
career advisement, financial aid 
advisement, study skills work-
Dr. MIidred Henry 
shops, college campus visits, 
and other activities designed to 
enter them into post-secondary 
education. 
Funded since 1991, one-
thousand (1,000) Educational 
Talent Search participants are 
Community Forums 
Established 
How could someone sell-ing drugs or using drugs benefit the community? 
What could a young person 
with truancy problems or a 
criminal record have to say to 
adults? Similarly, how much 
love and compassion can we all 
have for each other in our com-
munity which is filled with the 
good, the bad, and the ugly? 
These issues and others will 
be addressed in a series of West 
Side Community Forums spon-
sored by NET WORfH, a com-
m unity-active organization 
serving West Side San 
Bernardino. The first forum 
will be held on Tuesday, Octo-
ber 11 from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m 
at Caner Memorial Church of 
God in Christ located at 1606 
W. 11th Street in San Bernardi-
no. 
"We would like to see all 
West Side residents take pan in 
these forums," said Rikke Van 
Johnson, vice president. "Our 
young people, especially, are 
encouraged to attend. Quite 
often, they are never heard or 
are misunderstood and their 
voices get ignored. As a result, 
we overlook their concerns and 
only take note when they are in 
trouble." 
Residents are asked to pro-
vide two to three issues of con-
cerns that can be used for dis-
cussion during the forums. 
According to NET WORTH 
President Cunis Clarie, the ini-
tial forum will focus on intro-
ducing concerns and helping 
neighbors become acquainted 
with each other. 
NET WORTH is an organi-
zation developed by West Side 
residents and volunteers. For · 
more iQformation about NET 
WORTH's West Side Commu-
nity Forums, call (909) 514-
4036 or write to P.O. Box 7171 
San Bernardino, CA 92411. 
North High School Graduate 
Received Scholarship 
Kamola L. Gray, North 
High School graduate, 
received a scholarship 
from the Hi Hatter's · 
Charity & Social Club. 
Gray who now attends 
Spellman College in 
Atlanta, GA is an 
English Major. 
Kamola Gray 
Boy Scouts of America To 
Hold Pinewood Derby 
Westside Boy Scouts of America invites all to participate in a 
Pinewood Derby Race on 
Recruitment Night at New 
Hope Missionary Baptist 
Church, 1575 West 17th Street 
acrqss from San Bernardino 
Community Hospital 
Emergency Room off of 
Medical Center Drive. Cub 
Scout Pack 202 will host the 
event on Thursday, October 6, 
at 7 p.m. We urge you to bring 
your families and get them 
involved. Help create that pos-
itive l ink in your son 's life. 
Come join us! For information, 
contact the Boy Scout Office 
(909) 824-884 4, ext. 138 or 
Cubmas te r, Pack 202 -
Baheejah Budd (909) 880-
6130. 
Rialto Fire Department 
To Hold Open House 
The Rialto Fire Department 
is inviting every~me to attend 
the annual Fi re Department 
Open House, October 8th from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Ride a fire 
engine, have your picture taken 
wi th Sparky, learn about fire 
safety and get pogs. 
Urban League To 
Hold Annual 
Recognition Gala 
The Greater Riverside Area 
Urban League will be having 
the ir Annual Recognition 
Dinner on Saturday, November 
5, at the Raincross Square 
Convention Center, 3443 
Orange Street, Riverside, 
California. 
For ticket information call 
Vee Irving at (909) 682-2766. 
Subscribe To The 
Black Voice 
provided services annually, at 
14 school sites in the San 
Bernardino, Rialto and Fontana 
Unified School Districts. Stu-
dents not enrolled at one of the 
14 school sites may receive Tal-
ent Search assistance at the 
PAL Center, 2097 W. Highland 
Avenue in San Bernardino. 
Program participants have 
visited the University of South-
ern California (USC), the Uni-
versity of California at River-
side (UCR), University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles (UCLA), 
University of California at San 
Diego (UCSD), California State 
University at San Bernardino 
(CSUSB), San Bernardino Val-
ley College (SBVC), Chaffey 
Community College (CCC). 
Information on the Inland 
Empire Educational Talent 
Search Project may be obtained 
by calling the PAL Center at 
(909) 887-7002. 
Harris' Celebrate 63rd Wedding 
Anniversary 
By Charles Ledbetter 
"We regard Moreno Valley 
as a friendly, diverse, healthy, 
and safe community where we 
promise to invest our time, tal-
ents, energy, and finances to 
create a city of vision, 
progress, pride and joy for gen-
erations to come." This state-
ment was made by a group of 
local outstanding citizens and 
officials. Let's all of us work 
with them in any way we can. 
"There can be no peace 
without justice, and justice 
without love is brutality. Love 
without justice is weak senti-
mentality". Otis Mass, Jr. 
"Going from Disgrace to Dig-
nity". 
B . Refuse To Put Down 
Other People: No filthy lan-
guage, or family insults. Peo-
ple in our schools, in the com-
munity, and at home, become 
upset and non-productive when 
they are "talked down" to. Vie 
help build a foundation for 
peace, friendship, and fellow-
ship when we refuse to "put 
down" another person. 
Notice And Speak Out 
About The Hurts you Have 
Caused: People will trust you 
more when you talk about 
something you have done to 
cause bun instead of attempt-
ing to ignore or hid it. "Peace 
Builders" want people to trust 
them more and be more trust-
worthy. 
Revlon Fabulaxer 
No-Lye Relaxer Kit 
Reg. 6.99 
Palmer's Skin Success Fade 
Cream 
Regular or Oily formula, 2 oz. 
Reg.3.99 
34! 
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Four Basic Rules For Peace 
Building: "Peace Builders" are 
at our schools, in our churches, 
in our homes, and all over this 
city. They are on T. V., in our 
shops and stores, in our beans 
and souls. "Peace Builders" 
want to be able to study, learn, 
and have a joyful time while 
taking care of their homes 
without worrying about hatery, 
racism or being used and hun. 
"Peace Builders" are going to 
make our community, nation, 
and world a better place to live, 
because they are willing to fol-
low and practice the following 
four basic behavioral princi-
ples, or rules for living. 
A. Praise Each Other: Tell 
the family at home, children 
and students at school when 
they have done something nice 
or outstanding. This will 
D. Locate Wise, Peaceful, 
Spiritual Adults To Help You If 
You Are Faced With Problems 
That You Can Not Understand 
And Is Causing You Problems: 
There are many nice adults, 
mothers, fathers, teachers, offi-
cers, etc. , that will help you, 
and later it will be your tum to 
help someone. 
"I've done somethings I 
wish I could erase, I invented 
mistakes . But the mistakes 
must be seen in context, and 
they must be weighed along 
with positives." Sammy Davis, 
Jr. 
Charles Ledbetter, Candi-
date for Peace" 
Together, We Can. Moreno 
Valley Schoor Board of Educa-
tion. 
MOST STORES 
OPEN 
AT 8A.M. 
TO SERVE YOU 
Johnson Products Gentle Treatment Johnson Products 
*Sta-Sof-Fro Oil Sheen, B oz. *Conditioner 
Hairdress, 8 oz. *Conditioner Hairdress, Extra-Dry 
Regular or Super Relaxer Kit 
REG. 6.99 
long Aid Activator Gel 
Regular, Extra Dry or Wave Master, 10.5 oz 
REG. 3.79 
2~. 
Black & White Ointment 
5/8 oz. Reg. 3.39 
8 oz. *Hai r Food, 8 oz. Reg. 3.59-3.99 ' 
Queen Helene 100% Cocoa . 
Butter Stick 
1 oz. REG. 1.49 
99!. 
WE CARRY A COMPUTE UNE OF 
: MANUFACTURERS' I 
I COUPONS : 
....... ,_ Ill Ill»"••" .. 
See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You. 
v • . Not ~I lte~s~ Def1S!ments Or Prices ~dvertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores. 
01lf ~d j}151"9 PlocolKr, If on ttem II not descnbed os red~ced ~r on sol_e, ,t may be at the r191lar jlfice, A rl!!lular price though not reduced is on outstondin 
subsfi~r- you~ I ,al store should '."!'J>l't of any advertised ttem d~nng the ad penod, or should on item not omve, the store will offer you a reasonable 9 
~-!t .oc ~ ISSue Y.OI! on 0'1......, coupon on. r~uest loc the ttem ta be purchased at the ad price whenever avadable Dlus ~ Tlirihv Dollar This does 
not 01'1"Y to once an~ close--0ut soles 0( to speoal purthoses where quonttties are limijed to stock available. We reserve 'the right to limit quantities, • AMERICAN GREETINGS GREETING CARDS, Gin WRAP AND DECORATIONS 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST STORES NOW CARRY A SELECTION OF FRESH MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS 
\ 
• 
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CAAP-D Celebrates 8th Anniversary 
S ince 1985 approximate-ly 230 men have come through the doors of True Vine Training 
Center (the drug rehabilitation 
home) in Lucerne Valley. Each 
of these men has professed a 
life changing acceptance of 
Christ Jesus. The for these men 
is that they become responsible 
husbands, fathers and sons con-
tributing to society. Many have 
gone on to hold full time jobs. 
CAAP-D Ministries started 
in 1985 as a counseling office 
in Rialto completely run on a 
voluntarily basis by Pastor 
Willie Willingham (deceased 
1989), Pastor Napoleon Robin-
son, Minister Simon Garcia 
and David Gonzales, a licensed 
counselor for Kaiser Perma-
nente. Pastor Willingham coun-
seled each one who came to the 
outreach office asking for help. 
Since 1985 hundreds have been 
counseled. 
In 1988 Pastors Willingham, 
Robinson and Brother Simon 
realized that a rehabilitation 
home was needed for the many 
men who needed help with 
drug/alcohol abuse. In July of 
1989 they realized their dream 
and TrueVine Rehabilitation 
Home opened its doors. 
Lucerne Valley was selected as 
the site of the rehabilitation 
home because of its suburban 
environment and natural sur-
roundings. It was felt that the 
men, who were trying to break 
the bondage of drugs and alco-
hol would find it easier to get 
in touch with their feelings and 
their "Higher Power". Pastors 
Willingham, Robinson and 
GQspel ~l~Y. 
Review: "Talk 
Is Cheap" 
BY BERNICE A. MOSLEY 
Black Voice News 
I attended a spectacular play, . Talk Is Cheap held at the Sturges Fine Arts Center, 
San Bernardino, California, on 
October l, 1994. The play was 
well written/produced by Mrs. 
Daz Patterson. This play was 
not wel1 advertised as it should 
have been. It brought out spiri-
tual feelings, life experiences 
all of us go thru at some point 
in our lives and an overall 
cleansing of my mind, body 
and soul on this night. This play 
was extremely comical, 
extremely glorifying, extremely 
spiritual and well worth the 
price I had to pay. It was being 
in the prescence of a spiritual 
awakening, which San 
Bernardino along with other 
communities need desperately 
in this time of turmoil and con-
fusion. The cast of characters 
were not typical, the scripts 
were not just rehearsed , the 
lines were motivated by spirit-
filled, toe-tappin •, comedy that 
left the audience in stitches but 
left me with a fee ling of no 
matter what we go thru in life, 
good or bad, God has a way of 
never leaving or foresaking His 
people. 
This play dealt with life 
issues from AIDS, fornication, 
divorce, being responsible for 
raising families, dealing with 
imperfect people and society as 
a whole. The· music was very 
entertaining. The stage pres-
ence was excellent. The MC 
host was very professional and 
all in all the whole night will 
never be forgotten. Talk Is 
C heap will not be just that 
when representing God and 
what He represents in our lives. 
Read The Voice 
David Gonzales would drive 
from the San Bernardino area 
to Lucerne Valley and instruct 
the men in Bible principles, • 
and counsel them in every 
day living and alcohol/drug 
abuse. 
From 1987 they 
rented a home in 
Lucerne Valley until 
1993, then they 
were able to lease 
another beautiful 
neces-
s a r y 
items of 
clothing. 
they are 
I
m o s t 
; thankful 
· for all 
dona-
tions. 
By early 
1993 another 
goal was real-
ized. Pastor 
Robinson and 
Minister Garcia 
had wanted a 
place for the men 
to worship on 
Sundays. In Febru-
ary 1993 they held 
their first Sunday church ser-
vices in the CAAP-D office 
and immediately realized the 
office was too small. Still 
another goal to accomplish! 
These leaders are therefore 
looking for a larger facility to 
hold Sunday Services for the 
over fifty attendees. Since Sun-
day services began for the men 
and their families, the need for 
this type of place has become 
more apparent. 
This year CAAP-D has been 
able to open a Re-Entry Home 
in Rialto which provides a 
home for the men when they 
leave True Vme Training Center 
in Lucerne Valley to get back 
into society and the work force. 
All accomplishments have 
been through many sacrifices 
by the ministry but mostly 
because Pastor Robinson and 
Minister Garcia have a vision 
to help men and women held in 
bondage by drugs and alcohol. 
African-American Baptist To Gather 
Acelebration of being ac tive African-American Baptist will 
take place on October 6th thru 
8th at Second Baptist Church, 
2412 S, Griffith Ave., Los 
Angeles. Dr. William Epps, 
Pastor, welcomes Dr. Gillette 
0 . James of Beth-Eden Baptist 
Church, National President, 
and Rev. John Hopkins of True 
Vine Baptist Church, Regional 
President. 
Tonight a choir concert, 
coordinated by Ella Lane will 
feature such prominent choirs 
as Friendship Baptist Church, 
Yorba Linda; Second Baptist 
Church , Los Angeles; True 
Vine Baptist Church, Lynwood 
and others. Guest soloist Han-
nah Dean, of Don't Bother Me 
I Can't Cope will also be per-
forming. Dr. Valentine Royal 
is the Mistress of Ceremonies. 
All are invited to attend 
every activity including a ban-
quet at the Red Lion Hotel, 
Sepulveda and Centinela, on 
Friday, October 7, at 7:00 p.m. 
Dr. Ella Mitchell is the banquet 
speaker and Dr. James Carring-
ton is the Toastmaster. For 
more information please call 
(310) 635-4300. 
Dr. Hubbaaid. To Celebrated 
' 
16th Pastoral An,niversary 
·< 
Community Missionary Bapti st Church will hold a 16th Pastoral 
Anniversary Celebration for 
Dr. H. Hubbard on Saturday, 
October 15, 6:00 p.m. at the 
historic Benedict Castle, home 
of Teen Challenge, 5445 , 
Chicago Ave, Riverside, CA. 
"We look forward to this 
celebration because we take 
this time to honor one of 
God 's chosen shepherds 
whose accomplishments, acco-
lades and endeavors speak for 
themselves," said Brenda But-
ler, chairperson. 
"Through the grace of God 
and the movement of the Holy 
Dr. H Hubbard 
Spirit, he has done much to 
spread the gospel and uplift 
the ministry of Jesus Christ 
throughout the community and 
Good News MBC To Hold 
Issues Of Life Seminar 
Good News Missionary Baptist Church Ladies United Victoriously 
(LUY) Fellowship presents its 
first in a series Issues of Life 
Seminars on Saturday, October 
8, from 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon 
at Good News Missionary 
Baptist Church , 2355 
Pennsylvania Ave., Riverside. 
Charlene Daniels, Loveland 
Christian Center, will be the 
presenter for the seminar. 
Seminar topics will include: 
•Self-Acceptance and Self-
Awareness. 
•How to balance your life. 
•Guidelines on how to 
improve and maintain your self 
esteem. 
•Overcoming insecurities, 
lack of confidence, fears, nega-
tivism and excessive worry. 
· Registration begins at 8: 15 
a.m .. There is a $5 registration 
fee, breakfast included. 
For more information, please 
call (909) 787-7743. 
The Brooks-Turner 
Ensemble 
presents 
92411 ; The Other Side 
A Benefit for the BSU at Cajon High School 
Saturday, October 8, 1994, 7:00 p.m. 
For info call : (909) 887-1718 
through many channels across 
this nation and abroad," she 
said. Hubbard has travelled all 
over the world starting min-
istries in communities across 
the nation. 
Donations are $25, which 
includes a prime rib dinner, 
singing, dialogue and much 
more. Tickets must be pur-
chased in advance. "If you are 
unable to attend, we will be 
pleased to accept your love 
gift in honor of Dr. Hubbard 's 
Anniversary. Please make all 
checks payable to Pastor's 
Anniversary Committee," said 
Butler. For information call 
(909) 793-2380. 
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Columbus Day 
J.A.M. Session 
Black Christian Singles 
Social Network & Brethren 
will hold a Columbus Day JAM 
(Jesus And Me) Session on 
Monday, October 10, 4:00 p.m. 
at Tippins Seafood Connection, 
1223 W. 5th St. , Santa Ana, 
CA. 
The evening will include 
gospel karaoke, sing-along and 
open mike! 
Reservations are requested, 
please call (714) 857-6927. 
• 
Thursday, October 6, 1994 
New Hope Senior Choir Holds 
Annual Choir Musical 
The Senior Choir of the New Hope Missionary Baptist r., 
Church recent ly held its Annual Choir Musical. Pictured 1,~ 
above are (left to right) Jearlean Gatson, Minister of Music; ., 
Mildred B. Jackson, Choir President; Dr. LeMar Foster, Sr., .•~ 
Pastor, and Mrs. Betty Foster Photo by Hooks ,·'! 
..__ ____________________ __. ,·! 
Hallelujah Night 
At Life Changing 
Ministries 
Life Changing Ministries ' 
Hallelujah Night will be held 
on Saturday, October 29th and 
Monday the 31st for all ages. 
On Saturday the 29th, there 
will be a carnival including 
food and games from 1 :00 until 
5:00 p .m. Tickets will be 
available at the door. 
Then on Monday evening 
the 31st there will be a parade, 
clowns and entertainment 
including skits by the Chil-
d ren's Youth Theatre and a 
Christian rap contest. Come 
dressed in positive image cos-
tumes. 
For more infonnation please 
call (909) 882-3277 and plan to 
attend at 5395 North "F' St in 
San Bernardino. 
Greater Bethel 
To Host Revival 
Meetings 
Greater Bethel Missionary 
Baptist Church will be hosting 
revival meetings October 25th-
28th, 1994, beginning nightly 
at 6:30 p.m., at 222 East Sec-
ond St, San Bernardino, CA. 
Rev. Emmett Hunter, Pastor 
of Greater Morning Star Mis-
sionary Baptist Church of 
Santa Monica, CA will be the 
guest speaker. 
Spencer Taylor 
Comes To San 
Bernardino 
Spencer Taylor and High-
way QC's are on their way to 
San Bernardino courtesy of 
D&C Productions on Tuesday, 
October 18, 7:00 p.m. at New 
Jerusalem Baptist Church, 
1354 North " G" St. , San 
Bernardino, CA. 
The New Jerusalem Male 
Chorus and The Majesties will 
also be performing. 
Tickets, $8 in advance and 
$11 at the door, can be pur-
chased at Alvin 's Music Store, 
San Bernard ino or Adell 's 
Beauty Salon, San Bernardino. 
For more information, call 
(909) 885-7881. 
.f 
Temple Baptist To ~ 
Celebrate Women's . 
Fellowship Day ,. 
The members of the Temple 
Baptist Church will celebrate "1 
their Annual Women's Day ,: 
Fellowship on Sunday, October · • 
9, 3:00 p.m. at Temple Baptist • 
Church, 1583 West Union .1 
Street, San Bernardino. 
Karen Wiggins will be the 
guest speaker. The public is ' 
invited to attend. 
Rev. Ray Turner is Pastor of 
Temple Baptist Church. 
New Artist Gospel 
Showcase To Be 
Held 
• 
• ~ 
Dr. Margaret P. Douroux 's 
9th Annual National Heritage 
Conference & Gospel Expo 
will present the New Artist ~ 
Gospel Showcase on October ,, 
19th - 22nd at the Burbank ~ 
Hilton and Convention Center, , 
2500 Hollywood Way. 
All God's Children, Yolanda 
Adams, Rev. Calvin B. Rhone, 
Bill Preston, Howard Hewitt, 
and Take 6 were all previously , 
showcased by Heritage. 
This event is being held in , 
conjunction with the Cultural 
Diversity cel~bration sponsored 
by the Los Angeles Cultural 
Affairs Department. 
To submit recommendations 
or or more information please • 
call (213) 242-0331. 
Subscribe To 
The Voice 
• 
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~ Perris Christian Singers Advance ~n McDonaldfest Finals 
q 
Press Releases 
Are Due By 5:00 
P.M. Friday 
Evening 
Press Releases 
Are Due By 5:00 
P.M. Friday 
Evening 
c The Perris Christian 
~ Singers, the acappela 
., choir from the Perris 
Church of Christ, 
t· have advanced to the 
•· McDonald's Gospelfest Choir 
• Competition finals. The finals 
will start at 7:00 p .m. at the r Shrine Auditorium in Los 
Angeles on November 5, 1994. 
Curtis McCullom, co-direc-
tor, "We must show the gospel 
community that we measure up 
to and soar above all groups in 
the competition. Given health, 
and strength, we will bring 
pride to the Perris Valley, the 
Perris Church of Christ and 
glory to God". 
The Perris Singers received 
the first runner-up trophy last 
, year in the competition. "We 
: feel like a pace setter" said 
First Baptist Church 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
277 E. Fifth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(See ad for services) 
Seve111h Day Adventist 
Perris Seventh Day Adventist 
Dr. George King 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Adventist 
Youth Program 4:00 p.m. 
Amos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(See ad for services) 
Baptist 
Antioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 688-7872 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Canaan Baptist Church 
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15 
Riverside, CA 94504 
(900)353-1010 
I Shirley Coates the assiStant Perris Christian Singers Acappela Choir 
'- director. "Last year we were 
Sunday Bible Study 
Sunday Worship 
Sunday Training 
Tuesday Church 
Workers Meeting 
Prayer & Bible 
9:15 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:00p.m. _ the only acappela choir the the 
competition, and this year 
almost half of the competing 
choirs were acappela. We feel 
honored to set the pace," she 
continued. 
The Perris Christian Singers 
choir is a mixture of singers 
ranging from ages 19-70. The 
group has 35 members. "We 
are noted for the diversity of 
our repertoire. We sing spiritu-
als, contemporary gospel, and 
traditional gospel," said 
The group has many unique 
voices to give the choir its 
unique sound. Most notable is 
the fem ale bass singer, Lula 
Lollis. Other stylists include, 
Shelby Lewis, Reba Long, 
Shirley Coates, Sherdile Smith. 
Larry Rose, Curtis McCullom 
and Wilma Chambers, 
The choir has a video for 
sale of the last concert per-
formed at Sturges Theater in 
April. The video is $10, You 
call the Perris Church office 
McCullom and Wilma Cham- for more information, 
bers. 
·FONTANA 
"! 
,Methodist 
lBethelAME 
1 Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
l 1626 Baseline Ave. 
I Fontana. CA 92335 
! (909) 350-9401 
1 Baptist 
i Community Baptist Church "Come Let Us Reason Together" 
115854 Carter St, Fontana. CA 
I (909) 350-9646 
I Sunday Services : ISunday School 9:30 a.m. 
1 Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
"'~ Tn,~ vveek Try A 
Church That 
Advertises In 
Our Directory 
-· . ----- -
16262 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(909)350-9401 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
• 
Morning Service 
Sunda:t, School 
Sunday Service 
Women In Prayer 
8:00a.m. 
9:45 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
After Sunday Serive 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 
LOVELAND 
16888 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(900)899-0777 
7:00 p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
I SUNDAY WORSIIlP LOCA-
TION: 
Etiwanda High School 
13500 Victoria Ave. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Praise Celebration 9 a.m. 
Cathedral Worship l la.m, 
Great Family Assembly 6 p.m. 
TABERNACLE 
CHURCH . 
1168 N. Watennan Ave. 
San Bernardino 
Schedule Of Services 
-Sunday School 9:30 a.m, 
-Sunday Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
-Tuesday-Usher Meeting 7:00 p.m, 
-Tuesday Teen Meeting 7 :30 p.m. 
-2nd and 4th Tuesday 
Laymen's Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
· Wednesday Prayer 
Meeting & Bible Class 7:30p.m. 
· Thursday-Choir 
The Perris Singers are plan-
B.T.U. 
Prayer and Bible 
Study Wed. 
5:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Ephesian New Testament 
16890 San Jacinto Ave. 
Fontana, CA 
(909) 823-3587 
KPRO 1570AM 
Seventh Dey Adventist 
F untana Jahipt,',-Mt. 80A 1 > :> 
7347 Juniper Ave. ~ , , , 
Ivan Williams, Pastor 
Fontana. Ca 
(900) 822-4349 
Non Denominational 
Loveland 
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor 
16888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909) 899-0777 
(see ad for services) 
Rev. Morris Buchanan 
Pastor Chuck Singleton 
Baptism Service 
at Fontana Location 7:30 p.m. 
Rev. Roy Harris, Sr. 
Rehearsal 7:30 p.m. 
-Friday-Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday-Bible Class 11:00 p.m. 
-1st and 3rd Saturday 
Youth Meeting 4:00 p.m. 
ning a concert to be performed 
at the Perris Theater on Octo-
ber 29, 1994. This will be a 
pre-cursor to the Shrine perfor-
mance. The concert will be 
broadcast live on the "Voices 
of Praise" gospel show with 
Josephine Birdsong hostess. 
Ms: Birdsong is a radio person-
ality on station KPRO 1570. 
She is on each Saturday from 
6:00 p.m, to 8 :00 p.m .. The 
concert is free to the public and 
will feature several acappela 
groups from the area. Also, 
door prizes will be given away 
GRAND TERRACE 
Church Glorious Christian 
Fellowship 
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor 
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
(909)423-3035 
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m. 
MORENO VALLEY 
including tickets to the Shrine 
for the choir competition. 
The McDonald's Gpspelfest 
Choir Competition is a fund 
raiser for the United Negro 
College fund . The public is 
invited to attend. The tickets 
may be purchased through he 
choir for a savings of six to 
eight dollars less. Tickets will 
go on sale through Ticketmas-
ter. Call the church office for 
more information at (909) 657-
5433. 
P.O. Box 8831 , 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale 
Elementary School, 12050 Kitchi.~.?: 
St., Comer of Ironwood and 
Kitching) 
(909) 485-2770 
Reverend James Franklin 
Weekly Services: 
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m. 
•PERRIS vV 
REDLANDS 
Baptist 
Community Missionary Baptist 
939Clay 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909) 793-2380 
Second Baptist, Redlands 
Rev. A. Green 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(900)793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
Church School 
Morning Worship 
RIALTO 
Sevelllh Day Adventist 
Valley Fellowship SDA 
275 E. Grove St. Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Timothy NixLon, Paswr 
(909) 874-5851 
9:15 a.m. 
10:30a.m. 
Th e Living Word Df'lfrerance 
Center 
Pastors Harvey & llcan Jones 
251 W. FooLhill (Foothill Cemcr) 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Study Meetings 
Wednesday 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Come & See Baptist Church 
24528 Sunnyrnead Blvd. Suite C 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(900) 486-4864 
Dr. 0 . E. Jones 
School of Wisdom 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p,m 
Friendship Missionary 
Baptist Church 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Monday Mission -
Wed, Bible Swdy 
Sal. Choir Rehearsal 
9:30 a.m . 
11 :00 a.m. 
7:00 p.m, 
7:00 p.m. 
J:30p.m. 
Good News Missionary Baptist 
Rev. Johnny D. Harris 
Methodist 
Perris Valley 
United Methodist Church 
Rev. Jefferson Emerson 
Masonic Lodge 
Baptist 
New Hope Baptist 
(909) 874-3539 
1 Sunday Services: 11 :00 am 
12:30 pm 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm 
2 I 5 Big Spri~w,P,d. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 55743 
(909) 787-7743 
21400 Johnson Ave. 
Mead Valley, CA 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
New Covenant Bible Church 
AMOS TEMPLE 
2008 Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Blvd . 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Sunday Worship 
Bordwe ll/Stratton Center 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 683-1567 
Worship Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
Sunday Schoo l 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Pastor Raymond F. 
First Baptist Church 
288 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: (909) 657-3767 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Morning Worship • 7:45 am 
Morning Worship -10:45 am 
Bible Study & Choir PractJce -6 pm 
Tuesday 
Theology Class -12 noon 
Williams 
Mission - 1 :30 pm Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
Wednesday 
Prayer Praise - 7 pm 
NEW JOY 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
Worship Services 
Sunday: 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Tuesday: 
9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
6:00p.m. 
Prayer Meeting and Bible 
Study 7:00 p.m. 
• 
Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div. 
"E-oeryone Is Welcome" 
RIVERSIDE 
Methodist 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
4009 Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
Sunday Services 
Song & 
Praise Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909)684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a .m , 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m. 
Nursery Opened 10:15 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 
Prayer Services 
- PRIVAIIJNG WORD 
CHRISTIAN CENTER 
Services Held At The 
HAMPIDNINN 
(Highlander Room) 
1590 University Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
~ (909) 782-8323 ~~ . 
lEXJPlLOSIVB SBlRVltCJBS •. 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Service: 9:00 a.m, 
Tuesday Home Bible 
Study: 7:00 p.m. 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPA 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday Worship 
Services 8:00 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
9:00 a.rn. 
9:30 a.rn. 
11:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. iii 
Rev. Charles Brooks 
I 
) 
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IMPACT To Sponso~ Gospel 
Crusade Against Drugs 
Claremont School Of Theology Receives $150k .Grant From SCE 
The Urban Leadership Institute at the School of Theology at Claremont 
(STC) was the recent recipient 
of a $150,000 grant from 
Southern California Edison. 
The Institute is the only semi-
nary-sponsored, degree-grant-
ing program on the West Coast 
that focuses on leadership 
development for religious lead-
ers. 
months of existence, the Insti-
tute has already drawn inquiries 
from local organizations who 
are interested in receiving train-
ing. In June, the School of The-
ology at Oaremont was one of 
only three other seminaries in 
the United States to be invited 
to participate in a conference on 
urban issues in Washington, 
D.C. led by H.U.D. Secretary 
Henry Cisneros. The Los Ange-
les Urban Methodist Founda-
tion provides STC with an 
endowed chair for STC's urban 
ministries program, another 
unique feature of the Institute. 
available resources regarding 
access to and establishment of 
community programs such as 
job training, entrepreneurial 
programs, homeless shelters, 
food programs and low-income 
housing projects. It will bridge 
the gap between existing need 
and programs already in the 
community as well as serve as a 
resource for establishing new 
programs. Proposed programs 
of the center include a continu-
ing education, "roving" work-
shop that will bring pertinent 
courses to clergy and lay 
church leaders in their commu-
nities, and a community scholar 
lectureship which awards a 
stipend to those who have made 
a contribution to the urban 
community. The stipend allows 
them to take STC classes while 
serving as teacher and mentor 
to students. 
what it can do best-provide 
spiritual and moral leadership 
that brings hope and healing to 
the human soul along with 
practical, effective help to those 
in need. 
For more information about 
STC's Urban Leadership Inst,i-
tute, call 909/626-3521, ext. 
292. 
On October 11th, 
8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 
U.S.D.A. Foods 
at 
The School of Theology will 
receive $25,000 per year for 
three years and will raise anoth-
er $75,000 which will be 
matched by Edison. 
"We see this grant as part of 
our commitment to community 
i:enewal," said Willie Dixon, 
project manager, business 
retention, for Southern Califor-
nia 'Edison. "We believe STC's 
new program will train reli-
gious leaders who can bring 
about change in urban commu-
nities." 
"It is time to aggressively 
train the leadership of both the 
community and the church to 
address the current crisis," said 
Michael Mata, Mildred 
Hutchinson Assistant Professor 
of Urban Ministries at STC and 
director of the Urban Leader-
ship Institute. "Our cities need 
an infusion of committed per-
sons who can constructively 
provide the leadership to 
rebuild and renew the quality of 
life for persons who have lost 
hope." 
JESSIE TURNER 
COMMUNITY CENTER 
6396 N. Citrus Ave. 
Rev. Dennis M. Brown . 
The Impact Ministries And Crusades will sponsor a Gospel Crusade against Drugs 
and Crime in the Inland Empire 
Area at the Court Street Square 
on October 15, 19'.M, from 10 am. 
- 2 p.m., in San Bernardino. 
There will be a host of 
Gospel Greats: Rev. Dennis M. 
Brown, Television Personality 
Pastor James Miller 
of KCSB-TV Channel 3, Pas-
tor James Miller, Holy Spirit 
Deliverance Choir, New Begin-
nings, Eight-Year Old Singing 
Sensation Da • Jhana Davenport 
Young gospel Rap The New 
Generations and a host of 
choirs and soloists. 
For more information, please 
call (909) 820-0988. 
Mother/Daughter/Sister/Friend Brunch To 
Be Held At Allen Chapel AME Church 
, , In The Company Of Sistahs" is a Christian women's group 
at Allen Chapel AME Church in Riverside. In providing 
friendship and giving each other encouragement they are 
planning activities as a way of reaching out. "Just A Sistah Away" 
is their first endeavor. ltjs designed for all of the young ladies in 
the church who are 11 to 16 years of age. They will provide assis-
tance in their mental, social and spiritual development and of 
course having fun in the process. 
The money will be used to 
train church leaders, pastors, 
lay people and paraprofession-
als to deal specifically with the 
issues and challenges of the 
inner city. In its first few 
The Resource Center is a 
storehouse of information and 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
!~ = 
The opportunity has never 
been greater nor the need more 
pressing for the church to do 
Allen Chapel 
AME 
Church 
· • .. -
1062 S. Foisy St. 
San Bernardino 
(909) 884-2210 
Fontana. 
Please Bring Bags, 
Identification, and Proof Of 
Fontana Residency 
call 
350-6786 
Rev. WIiiiam M. Jacks 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES: 
Sunday School .................................................... 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship ........... ...... ........ ...................... 11:00 a.m. 
I 
"Just A Sistah Away" is a year long project which will begin 
with a Mother/Daughter/Sister/Friend Brunch on Saturday, October 
8, 1994 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. This brunch will include food, 
music, fashion and poetry. 
Evening Worship ................................................ 7:00 P.M. ' 
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
22920 Allessandro Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
(Allessandro & Frederick) 
(909) 653-5560 
Sunday School 
1 Morning Worship 
1 
Bible Study 
Seventh Day Adventist 
ansas A,,e. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(90CJ) 682-9810 
Saturoay Service 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth 
Services 
Mid-Week Service 
Wednesday Evening 
Youth Bible Service 
Friday Evening 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
9:15 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
4:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(90CJ) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 
Devotion & Worship 
BYPU (1st) 
Evening 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church. 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(900) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
· Round Table Prayer 
Sunday school 
Morning Worship 
Baptist Training 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
Union/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. 
Tues. Teachers 
Meeting 
Wed. Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Rev. Frank Gray 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
7:00 p.m. Wednesday 
This Space Could 
Be Yours. Call 
(909) 889-0506 For 
Information. 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)684-6923 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
Evening Service 
Tuesday Bible Study 
General Service 
Friday 
9:30a.m. 
ll:30a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Chwch Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
Sunday School 9:20 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:15 a.m. 
Evening Service 6:30 a.m. 
Bible Study Wednesday Nights & 
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m. 
Pentecostal 
Ri,,erside Faith Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims 
-2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)788-0170 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :00a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
Non Denominational 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
Anhur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
1385 W. Blaine 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
presents 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH 
REV. LEROI LACEY 
SUNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
and 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA 
GOSPEL MUSIC COUNTDOWN 
THURSDAYS AT 9 PM 
call (909) 688-1570 for special advertising rates 
free program guide and bumper stickers 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Service for Praise 6:00 p.m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
St. John Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Service 
RUBIDOUX 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:00p.m. 
Bright Star Missionary Baptist 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
5306ODEL 
Rubidoux, CA 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
Evening Service 
8:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon St. 
Rubidoux, California 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Cleveland Hobdy m, Sr. Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
Church Service 
9·:15 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Worship Hour 11:00 a.m. 
Church of God In Christ 
Carter Memorial 
1606 W. 11th St 
San Bern~dino, CA 
(900) 381-4475 
New Hope COGIC 
254 So. MnL Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(900) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
Non Denominational 
Ufe Changing Ministries 
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods 
5395 N. F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(909) 381-4885 
(see ad for services) 
Pentecostal Inc. 
Living Faith Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward, Pastor 
Bioshop & Mrs. J.E. Stewart, 
Co-Pastors 
, 3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(90CJ) 887-1227 /887-38()() 
Schedule Of Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Suooay Morning Worship 11 :OOa.m. 
Sunday Night 
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Service 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday Youth Service 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Friday Choir Rehearsal 8:00 p.m. 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2138 
Sunday 
Sunday Worship 
Wednesday 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
Worship Service 7:30 p.m. 
1 Come Over To Macedonia And 
: Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Wednesday Bible Study ............................. ....... 7:00 P.M. 
ALLEN CHAPEL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
4009 Locust 
(at Tenth Streets) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES 
Sunday Services 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson, Pastor 
Mt. Oli,,e Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden SL 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(90CJ) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Wednesday Bible 
lOa.m. 
11 a.m. 
Study 
Prayer Meeting 
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist 
Church 
7p.m. 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
1457 N. Mt. Vernon 
Sunday ~crvice 
Morning Worship 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
1575 West 17th Street 
11:00 a.rr.. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(900) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:30 p.m. 
Evening Service 7:00 p.m. 
Nursery Services Provided 
Baptist 
New Life Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Services 
Sunday School 
Sunday 
Worship Service 
Sunday-
Children's Chutch 
Monday-
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Stqdy . 6:30 p.m. 
1st & 3rd Wednesday 
Mission Meeting 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:C0 p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
New Vision Foursquare Gospel 
Church 
(Formerly Delman Heights) 
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and 
Lourdes Nelson 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909)887-3013 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Celebration Service 11 :00 a.m. 
Evangelic Service 6:30 p.m. 
Alt day fasting and prayer 
Tuesday 
Prayer Meeting 
Friday 7:30p.m. 
St. Paul AME Church 
Rev. Chm-Ies Brooks 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 837-1718 
(see ad fo t services) 
Ttmp !J Misswnary Baptist Cl:r.!rcli 
Pastor Raymond Turner 
1583 Union Street 
San 3emardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
"Faith is the substance of things 
hoye·I for, the evidence of things 
not s·:en." 
(s~~, .d for worship times) 
Moreno Va/le,y 
Quinn Chapel AME 
Rev. Frank Gray Pastor 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
(909) 553-6650 / 
Or(:: ')f Services 
Sunday School 
Church Service 
Bible Study 
9:30am 
11am 
Wednesday 
7pm 
Olivet lnstilutional Baptist 
Church 
Pastor David Turner 
1235 E. Francis Street, Ste. J 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
9:30am. 
10:45 a.m. 
Subscribe · 
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'94 MERCURY TRACER 
MSRP '12,275 
FWY DISC '·1,000 
FACTORY REBATE '-300 
-""!""""'!-------
YOUR COST $J..0,975 
SER-637383 
Page A-8 
'' 
..__WAY! 
'94 MERC COUGAR XR-7 
MSRP 
FWY DISC 
YOUR COST 
'17,840 
'-1,841 
$15,999 
SER-672269 
..... -. .... 
Thursf!a.y, October 6, 1994 
Lincoln 
Mercury 
Volkswagen 
'94 MERCURY SABLE GS 
MSRP '20,470 
FWY DISC '-1,700 
FACTORY REBATE •-soo 
YOURCOST $1s,i70 
. 1 IN STOCK/ VIN-659100 
. 
---~ - ·· • - • & 
·••·••·· 
'94 MERC GR-MARQ GS 
MSRP '2.0,085 
FWY DISC '·1,205 
FACTORY REBATE •.500 
· YOURCOST $18,380 
SER-701051 
'94 LINCOLN 
CONTINENTAL 
MSRP ·36,655 0 
FWY DISC · -5,234 ~ 
FACTORY REBATE '·2,500 
""""""""--------~--
YOUR COST $28,931 
SER-706921 
'91 FORD FESTIV A '94 HYUNDAI EXCEL 
$3i1229 $6J~9 
'89 MERC SABLE WC '91 FORD MUST COV 
$~9 $8i1229 
'90 MERC GR-MARQ '89LINCCONT 
$9~2,9 $9jj9 
'94 MER COUGAR '94 MERC SABLE GS 
$14 999 
LIC3CZ£932/ ~US RENTAL 
$14 999 
SER~4/ ~OUSRENl'AL 
.. 
I '94 LINCOLN 
TOWNCAR EXC. 
MSRP '36,250 
FWY DISC '-4,650 
FACTORYREB_A
1111111111
T"'!'E..., _ ___ '-..;;;2,:,,;,,000;;.;... __ 
YOURCOST $29,600 
SER-783580 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
PARTS DEPARTMENT 
OPEN SATURDAYS 
8 AM - 3 PM 
The Parts Are Right .. . 
The Labor Is Right .. . 
The Price Is Right .. . 
-. - --
l 
f 
i 
' 
I 
! 
MSRP 
FWY DISC 
'94 MERC VILLAGER GS 
'22,205 
'-2,206 
YOUR COST $19,999 
SER-J29494 
'94 LINCOLN 
MARKVIII 
MSRP 
FWY DISC 
F·REBATE 
YOUR COST 
'38,ns 
'-4,408 
'-1,500 
SER-781836 
'91 NISSAN NX 1600 '91 V.W.JE'ITAGL 
5
~l2229 $8t1229 
'91 MERC CAPRI '92 FORD RANGER $8 999 $8,999 
UCRLNBRl,t? PREVIOUS RENTAL UC-4M57284 
'89 LINC MK VII 'V.W. PASSAT CL 
$11,999 
LIC-2RLES32 slb2?9 
'92LINCCONT '94 LINC TOWNCAR 
$1182?9 $23 999 UC3FMA482 / ~ USRENl'AL 
(909) 
1•6•0•0- c•a•m- in•o• R• e• a- 1,•s•a•n• s• e• r•n•a•rd- in•o•·. ---1-11..a-.. ... --· 889•3514 
Lincoln • Mercury • Volkswagen 
Fl ST TIME BUYERS 
WELCOME! WE MAY,HAVE 
A PLAN THAT CAN GET 
YOUR CREDIT STARTED 
WITH A NEW CAR Tu rate baaed on 7 .5%. All pricea are plua tu, licenee, document fea on approved credit. Subject lo prior aale. Sale price, not apply lo leaae1. · 
SERVICE & PARTS 
OPEN SAT. 8 A.M. • 3 P.M. 
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UNICEF Benefit KickS Off 3rd Pan African Film Festival 
The 3rd Annual Pan African Film Festival, America's largest Black 
International cinema event, 
returns to Los Angeles on 
October 13-26 at the Laemmle 
Sunset 5 Theatres, 8000 Sunset 
Blvd. (at Crescent Heights) in 
Hollywood. The exciting ten-
day Filmfest offers a wide 
array of activities for Southern 
California residents of all ages. 
The pre-opening Benefit, set 
for October 12, honors the U.S. 
Committee for UNICEF/Los 
Angeles in celebration of 
National UNICEF Month. A 
portion of the proceeds will 
fund UNICEF assisted projects 
in Africa and the Extraordinary 
Place (an L.A. based non-profit 
educational cooperative). The 
benefit will feature the award 
winning film Heritage Africa 
live music performed by the 
Trinidadian Steel Drum Band, 
and an international food and 
crafts pavillion. 
UNICEF/LA Executive 
Director Marilyn F. Solomon 
states, "We at the U.S . Com-
mittee are proud to join with 
the Pan African Film Festival 
and the Extraordinary Place to 
build bridges of understanding 
and cooperation between peo-
ples of diverse cultures." 
Enthused about this collabora-
tion, Pan African Film Festival 
Director Ayuko Babu adds, 
"it's a pleasure to have the 
opportunity to work with the 
U.S. Committee for UNICEF/ 
LA and to lend support to their 
efforts to improve the lives of 
children around the world." 
On October 13, the Opening 
Night Gala will be hosted by 
Alfre Woodard and Phyllis 
"Falaki" Stickney. Three spec-
tacular films (Man By The 
Shore, In The Name Of Christ, 
and Youcef), the sounds of 
" industrial jazz" sextet 
Strangefruit, and sumptious 
cuisine will complete the fes-
tivities. A portion of the 
evening's proceeds will fund 
the Marcus Garvey School. 
politics, AIDS, traditional leg-
ends, mystery, and humor. 
Many of the films to be 
exhibited have won prestigious 
awards from the Cannes Film 
Festival, Festival Panafricain 
du Cinema et de la Television 
de Ouagadougou (FESPACO), 
Festival Cinema Africano de 
Milano, and other international 
film festivals. Over 80% of the 
films are Los Angeles pre-
mieres and over 40% are U.S. 
premieres . . 
Second Annual "Festival Of Lights" To Brighten The Mission Inn 
A rich cornucopia of award-
winning films will be present-
ed during the Filmfest. Fifty of 
the finest motion pictures, 
shorts, and documentaries from 
Africa , Latin America, the 
Caribbean and the Pacific, 
Europe, Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand and the United 
States. The themes cover a 
wide range of topics - love, 
Mission Inn owner, Duane R. Roberts will host the lighting cere-
mony for "Festival of Lights" 
on Friday, December 2. The 
lights will officially be turned 
on at 5:30 p.m. "Festival of 
Lights," a colorful cascade of 
over 45,000 bulbs in all shapes 
and sizes along with an assort-
ment of animated characters 
will decorate the facade of the 
historic property throughout 
December. 
This year's decorations have 
expanded from the Orange 
Street side to include the Main 
Street side, the Front Entrance 
as well as the Hotel Lobby. The 
decorations include an added 
sixty animated characters placed 
across the Inn's dramatic exteri-
or. Main Street will be draped 
with an animated orchestra of 
musicians dressed in 17th centu-
ry costumes conducted by a 7 ft. 
Santa Claus. Orange St. will 
house the newest addition to the 
Proud Lady Hair And 
Consumer Show Review 
BY RENA POLICE 
Black Voice News Entertainment 
Who's that lady? She's the Proud Lady symbol of the American 
Health and Beauty Aids 
Institute (AHBAI) of Chicago, 
IL. From October 1st - 3rd this 
organization was responsible 
for bringing together several of 
its' very suc-
cessful mem-
bers at the 
Long Beach 
Convention 
Center which 
proved to be 
one of the 
largest pro-
fessional 
consumer 
hair care 
functions of the year. 
Since AHBAI's founding in 
1981, it has been of one main 
purpose; opening the eyes of 
African-American consumers, 
professional or otherwise, and 
revealing to them products that 
are manufactured by African-
American companies; thereby 
strengthening their consumer 
power and allowing them, the 
consumer, to make an educat-
ed, crucial product buy. Decid-
ing to buy a product bearing 
the Proud Lady symbol not 
only makes you a recycler of 
Black dollars but one also 
becomes a supporter and re-
invester in the Black communi-
ty. 
When asked, over 70% of 
African-American consumers 
said it was important to them to 
know whp manufactured their 
hair care products and if they 
had some. way of making a 
determination, their preference 
would be for a product pro-
duced by other African-Ameri-
cans. AHBAI 's study also 
showed that 
because many 
non African-
American 
companies are 
using packag-
ing graphics 
and art work of 
an African-
American 
genre in their 
advertising 
that the Black consumer 
becomes both misled and mis-
directed. As, a result we have 
AHBAI and at least 50 other 
companies wearing the silhou-
ette of the Proud Lady. 
Again, who is that lady? She 
is the Proud Lady standing for 
unity, economic power and 
respect. If this dignified lady is 
not imprinted on your hair care 
product, the producer is not an 
AHBAI member and most like-
ly was not produced by a Black 
owned and operated business, 
regardless of the red black and 
green packaging. 
Coun1y of Riverside Health Services Agency 
Department of Public Health 
FLU CLINICS 
Vaccine available to persons 60 years and older 
or anyone with chronic heart or lung conditions 
$5.00 DONATION 
(Donation not reimbursable through Medicare) 
Also Available: 
PNEUMONIA VACCINE ..... $5.00 PER PERSON 
protects against 231ypes of pneumonia 
TETANUS/DIPHTHERIA BOOSTER ... $5.00 PER PERSON 
T/D booster required every l O years 
FOR CLINIC SITES OR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 
RIVERSIDE (909) 358-5000 * DESERT (619) 7 78-2254 
festival, Santa's Workshop, with 
animated elves at play within 
the Mission Inn's alcoves and 
balconies. Upon entering the 
Inn, guests will be welcomed by 
elves perched in numerous arch-
ways. 
Adding to the festivities on 
December 2, The Riverside 
Philharmonic Orchestra will 
perform a Holiday Pops Con-
SYLVESTER 
cert at The Municipal Auditori-
um beginning at 8 p.m. The 
Mission Inn's "Festival of 
Lights" will operate daily 
throughout the month of 
December from 6 p.m. to 9 
p.m. each evening. 
Located at 3649 Seventh 
Street in Riverside, the Mission 
Inn is registered as a National 
Historic Landmark. 
SHARON 
STALLONE STONE 
THE GCVERNMENT 
TAUGHT HIM TC KILL. 
NCW, HE'S USING 
HIS SKILLS TC HELP 
CNE WCMAN SEEK 
REVENGE AGAINST 
THE M IAMI UNDERWORLD. 
THE Bp;E,c· ·1·AL' 1e· T J ' i ' . ' •· ' . . ,,. . . .
................... ) ., : -~, .... -. . . ..... ,._. ~ . .. ..-.~ 
WARNER BROS. PRESENTS 
A JERRY WEINTRAUB PRODUCTION A FILM BY LUIS LLOSA SYLVESTER STALLONE SHARON STONE 
JAMES WOODS "THE SPECIALI ST" WITH ROD STEIGER ANO ERIC ROBERTS ~ JOHN BARRY 
~ .R.J. LOUIS~STEVE BARRON & JEFF MOST ANO CHUCK BINDER 
r.:lR.i:l_::;;:r-;;;;;r ;;:--3-EJ~ALDNO~~~~~ :':;.~~"'~~~AU~ ~~~~:~~~~::= ~ 
STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7 
• WESTWOOD 
Mann Village 
310/289-MANN lBX 
S2.00 polllng ale! 5,00 PM In 
"Privilege Parking LOIS." 
$1.00 relUlded 
wttf1 td<et pulthase. 
• CENTURY CITY 
AMC Century 14 
310/553-8900 1BX 
4 nours trn 
vallOOled porklr,;i 
wi111 lickelpuict>ose 
NO PUSH. OOUl'ONS, GIOUP ACnYln 
flCllTS OI YIP ,an, lCCll'ffD. 
• HOLLYWOOD 
Mann Chinese 
310/289-MANN lBX 
S2.00 porklr,;i \I block soulfl 
one, 5·00 PM Mon-Fil 
and all rJo/ So!-SUn 
• BEVERLY HILLS 
General Cinema's 
Beverly Connection 6 
310/659-5911 !Bl[ 
Advance Tickels on Sole Doily. 
2½ "°""' fiee 
volid01ed porlung. 
Coll Theotre ,., ShOWTlmes 
ANO AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU 
CONSULT YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS. 
NOW PLAYING AND CONTINUING AT: 
STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7TH AT: 
~---
• wnr HOllr«OOO * COSTA MfSA •WEWOOO • NOl'IMIIDtf IIOIUN8 HIIIS • TOIRANCf 
Clnlt>lt• EdWatds Pocffic's LoklwOOd Poclllc:) ~~R:~nlNs UnlledMISIS ~6,~~ SOI.Ct, Coo3I Plaza Cernlfswtl ~1~ OOIAmo 71'/546-2711 3101634-9281 ~---, 3101542·7383 
* AIHAMIRA 
e OlENDALE LONQ •EACH 
·---
* SAN IEINAIDINO • VAUNCIA 
GCC AMC 
-· 
Edwarcls VOltnekl Edwards Glendale Central Pint Squo11 16 OldP lnlandConlol r .... coni..10 AtlontlcPoloctl0 818/S49-9950 310/435• 1335 8 - 714/381-1611 8051287-17•0 816/458-6663 ~---) 81M85-8900 
* IURIANK HHMOSA BEACH • MARINA DEL HY 
- ·-
•SAIILUISOIIPO • VENTURA 
AMC Hennoso E-- =•·5666 AMCBu,tonk 6 Tndfas Uni1«1Milll ••ASAOINA 6051543• 1121 8181953·9800 3IOl:Jl8·6000 Cln1tm0 Poelk:'1 Hoslngs 
* CERR110S (PffMtllll t• ""111) 310/623-3959 818/351 -7555 • SIIIIMAN Oo\KS • WESTMINSTER 
Eoworos c«rnos • HUNTINCTOH IIACH • MISSION VIEJO * PUENU HILLS 
GCC sntrmon Ooks Edwards 
10 ~nemos Eawcm!S Ectworcts AMC Plozo 10 Clnemo lBX w--10 8181968·9660 71f/379-1176 310/403-1133 Cholftf Cemt Crown Volley 818/964-2240 
• COIONA Ectwaros 714/841-0770 714/364•0120 • ffilHIOE *SIMI VALLO • WOOOUNO HILLS 
Corooo 11 Cinemas e LAVHNE O 1101TH NOUTWOOO SoCol's Edwards Simi VoHey lktlloclMl,ts 9091279-1160 
=?:::m: Canyon Cf9II etnemo Plaza 10 Clntmas Worntf Ctnler Edwordt B051520-6820 8181999·2130 
*i:fir.:.... ..... r LO Vlml 12 Cil"ltfY'ICH 909/682·8900 909(392-4885 SCln'f, -, '"-UH AOCtnn, .c:. Ml I~ ,., ....... , llnf'lfllflol. Cllll ...,_«dllc:l.,..,..._ 
FOR .\O\;\\C[ TICKETS .\\I) SUO\\ l'I\IES CALL ~nm-FILM 
Brown 1s Books 
Drop By And See What We Have! 
Call 
(909) 889-0506 
Mon-Fri: 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
closed Weekends 
Call-In Orders Available 
/ 
1583 W. BASE L INE, SAN BE RNARDINO, CA 92411 
/ 
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Era Of African-American Filmmaking Former Back-Up Takes Center Stage 
S pike Lee, John Singleton, and Julie Dash are among the most popular, acclaimed 
African-American directors who 
have fostered a new era of Black 
independent filmmaking. Far 
less known are the earlier pio-
neers of adventurous work that 
flourished in the early part of 
this century. 
The American Experience: 
Midnight Ramble , premiering 
Wednesday, October 26 at 9 
p.m. ET (check local listings), 
recounts the story of a remark-
able film industry outside of 
Hollywood that produced close 
to 500 movies for African-
American audiences between 
Oscar Micheaux 
1910 and World War II. In the education, class conflict - even 
early years, "race movies," pro- interracial relationships, racism, 
duced to counteract the negative and lynching. 
stereotypes generated by such "He was an exemplary busi-
Hollywood films as The Birth nessman," notes author Toni 
of a Nation, were shown at Cade Bambara. "He continued 
afterhours segregated screenings to work his trade in a capital-
called Midnight Rambles. intensive enterprise with very 
Produced by Northern Light little money, but with a wealth 
Productions, Midnight Ramble of skills _ his ability to collar 
also chronicles the career of one people, his ability to talk, his 
of the industry's most controver- ability to make those films, to 
sial and prolific filmmakers, carry them around, to promote 
O~car Micheaux. Originally a them, 10 exhibit them. He 
novelist, Micheaux wrote and becomes a model for the inde-
directed over 40 features that pendent Black cinema move-
tackled some of the difficult ment that comes out of his shad-
social issues that confronted ow." 
Black urban society. Actor With the arrival of "talkies" 
James Avery narrates. in 1927, the race movie industry 
A production of WGBH was dealt a near-fatal blow. Pro-
Boston, The American Experi- duction costs skyrocketed. 
ence is made possible by sup- When the crash came in 1929, 
port from the Corporation for Black-owned movie companies 
~ Public Broadcasting and public ,....,.,,........,..,......,~ -. ~----~---:"! 
~ television stations. Corporate 
~ funding is provided by Stern's 
• Miracle-Gro Products, Inc. 
, Judy Crichton is the execu-
: tive producer of The American 
i Experience. Senior producer is 
I Margaret Drain. Pulitzer Prize winning historian and author David McCullough is the series' host, providing an intro-
I ~~~~ory essay for each broad-Midnight Ramble draws upon recently discovered films and interviews with actors of the 
•·· time, including Shingzie 
Howard McClane, Herb Jef-
feries, Frances Williams, and 
Edna Mae Harris. Also inter-
viewed are author Toni Cade 
Bambara, historian Robert 
Hall , illus trator Elton Fax, 
archivist Pearl Bowser, film-
maker Carlton Moss, and jour-
nalist St. Clair Bourne, Sr. 
One of the most prolific film-
makers of this time was a novel-
ist and self-taught rancher, 
Oscar Micheaux. After decid-
ing to direct a film based on his 
nove l , The Homesteader, he 
went on to m ake more race 
movies than any other director. 
He was the first to make feature-
1 ength films and the fi rst to 
explore taboo subjects such as 
alcoholism, crime, morality, 
FREE! 
Space is limited so call 
all but disappeared , but 
Micheaux hung on. He was the 
only race movie producer to 
make the transition to sound. 
"Several things happened to 
race movies with the develop-
ment of sound in the Hollywood 
sector and with the development 
of wellmounted musicals," says 
Bambara. "The race movies 
tried to duplicate the song and 
dance, the entertainment values 
of those films with a minimum 
of money. We begin to go back-
wards .. . and so race movies 
[were] no longer doing their 
job." 
Oscar Micheaux continued 
to make movies through the 
1940s, always incorporating his 
own values and views, but it 
was clear that the type of movies 
he was famous for no longer had 
a future. 
East West recording artist Cindy Mizelle, whose about-to-be-released self-titled debut 
album Is already receiving kudos for her Incredible voice and lovely R&B/Pop 
melodies, Is shown here with label President Sylvia Rhone and Mercury recording 
artist Brian McKnight at the annual International African-American Music Seminar In 
Washington D.C. Mizelle, who sang back-up for the likes of The Rolling Stones, 
Luther Vandross, Mariah Carey, Aretha Franklin and a host of others, did her first 
solo performance at the convention. 
~ 
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Wetl like to point out 
a great deal for you. 
Date: Saturday, October 8 
Time: 9 • 1 p.m. · 
Refreshments will be 
served 
Location: 
Bank of America 
303 N. • "D" St. 
4th Floor 
San Bernardino 
Bl 
King Celebration, our wildest parade ever, every weekend! It's the only place you can 
see your favorite Lion King Characters. Plus, all the fun and adventure t~at make 
$23 go a long, long way. Hey, Southern California, when it comes to savings for 
the fun of it, everything points to Disneyland. 
Disneyland® 
DhMylond h ....., day. S23 Pnuport price~ for Regular"' Q,;ld (age 3-11) Passport. Offer good through Dec. 24, 1994. Must ,how proof of Southern California, residence with;n 
ZIP codes ~ tfuou~h 93599. OailyJmll e!Qht Passports per lndMduol with ,alld 1.D. Passports good for day of pu,chme ooly. $23 PoS51)0rts not OY01loble "! The Disney Store. 
Certain mtrictions apply Not ,al!O with any other discounts. Parades and shows, weekends only. Attraction and enrertolnmem S<hedules may '<lry and ore ,ubjed to change. 
· Fo, Po~ r1 and more detailed lnformotion, coll (714) 999.,.565, CThe Wok Di,ney Company. 
l 
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Kraft USA Names Brown 
Executive VP, Operations 
Kraft USA h as announced that L . Don Brown, 49, has been promoted to 
Executive Vice President , 
Operations . He was most 
recently Vice President, 
Operations, for Kraft General 
Foods Canada. Brown succeeds 
Richard Bailey, 47, who is now 
Senior Vice President o f 
Manufacturing fo r Kraft 
General Foods. 
In his new position, Brown 
repons to James M. Kilts, Pres-
ident of Kraft USA. 
"Don has extensive opera-
tions experience throughout the 
Kraft General Foods organiza-
tion," said Kilts. "His leader-
ship and knowledge of opera-
t ions will be a tremendous 
asset to Kraft USA." 
Brown joined Kraft in 1971 
and has held a number of 
senior operations positions 
within the company. Besides 
plant manager positions at 
some of Kraft's major facili-
ties, he has served as Vice 
President, Prcxiuction for Kraft, 
and Vice President, Manufac-
turing for General Foods USA. 
Brown has a Bachelor 's 
degree in biological sciences 
and mathematics from the Uni-
Don Brown 
versity of Arkansas at Pine 
Bluff. He will be re locating 
from Montreal, Canada, to the 
Chicago area. 
First Fridays To Meet At Castaways 
All Business and Professional African-Americans in the Inland Empire , come network, socialize and relax at First Fridays on Friday, October 7, 1994 from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 
p.m. are for Strictly Business Hours (brin_g vour business cards. fly-
ers and announcements regarding your business or community 
interest). The social time begins at 7:00 p.m. until.... 
Bring a friend and come on out to First Fridays located at The 
r Castaways, 670 Kendall Drive in San Bernardino, (909) 881-1502. 
Cover charge is $5.00. 
Kraft USA is part of Kraft 
General Foods, the multina-
tional food business of Philip 
Morris Companies Inc. 
AMERICAN LEGION 
AUXILARY UNIT 710 
Sponsoring Fried Chicken 
Dinner During Monday Night 
Football 
Donation: $2.50 
Time: 6:00-8:00 p.m. 
Address: 2181 West 
Highland Ave. 
San Bernardino 
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Roxie Campanella And Former Mayor Bradley To 
Host Inaugural Celebrity Golf Tournament 
Mrs. Roxie Campanella 
(center), widow of the late, 
great Baseball Hall of 
Farner, Roy Campanella, 
and chairperson of the Roy 
and Roxie Campanella 
Phys I cal Therapy 
Scholarship Foundation, 
met with former Los 
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley 
(left) and Peter O'Malley 
(right), president of the Los 
Angeles Dodgers, to 
announce the Foundation's 
Inaugural celebrity golf tour-
nament. The event, which 
wlll be held on November 
14th at the Riviera Country 
Club In Pacific Palisades, 
CA, WIii be chaired by 
Bradley and O'Malley and 
attended by a number of 
current and fonner baseball 
heroes. Proceeds from the 
event wlll go towards pro-
viding scholarship grants 
for physical therapy stu-
dents. Additional Informa-
tion about the golf tourna-
ment can be obtained by 
calling (818) 716-0206 or by 
writing to: The Roy and Roxie campanella Physical Therapy Scholarship Foundation, 7657 
Winnetka Avenue, Suite 534, Canoga Park, CA, 91306. 
~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~ 
30-Year COnstruction Loan 
6 ?' 
... ,...,.. Rales and 
Cathy Kirkley 
909.424.0622 
800.828.0551 
•One application does n ali 
•No refinancing required after consm1ction is completed 
•Interest-only payments during 1-year construction period 
•Adjustable loan with low start rate and low lifetime cap 
•80% LTV to $750,000 or 70% LTV to Sl ,000,000 jpl 
•Custom contract or owner builder 
•Simple and streamlined process 
•Major remodels & ands 
•Land draws Federal Bank 
Volkswagen 
'' 
.._WAY! 
'' •• 
Summe r BloW-Out 
affAB, PABBAD & GO. 
I 
1600 Camino Real, San Berna ino 
Uncoln • Mer~urv • Volkswage~ 
Tax rate based on 7.5%. AU prices are plus tax, license, document fees on approved crediL Subject to 
prior sale. Sale prices not apply to leases. 
(909) 
8119-3514 
Senlce & Paris 
. Open Sat. I A.M. • 3 P.M. 
FIRST TIME BUYERS 
WELCOME! WE MAY HAVE 
A PLAN THAT CAN GET 
YOUR CREDIT STARTED 
WITH A NEW CAR 
' I I I 
Business Directory 
The Black Voice News 
•Accident/ 
Personal Injury 
•Criminal Defense 
•Bankruptcy 
•Divorce 
•Police Abuse 
•Employment & 
Housing 
•Discrimination 
ATTORNEY 
JOE C. HOPKINS 
(818) 398-1194 
Creative Excressions 
Barber & Beauty sa/on 
October Specials Expire 10-26-94 
Monday • Wednesday only 
Wave Nouveau $60 
Curls $45 
Blowdry & Curl $20 
Cellophane W/other service $10 
Relaxers $35 
Hair Color $20 
all 
(909) 
353-1909 
Help Wanted: Hair Stylist and Barber Stylist. Booth 
Rent $50 a week. Manicurist Booth Rent $30 a week. 
This Space 
Could Be Yours, 
Call 
(909) 889-0506 
(909) 684-0484 M-F: 9 to 6 p.m. 
Sat. 9-3 p.m 
Lee's Shoe Repairs 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79 
Riverside, CA 
Golf Bag - Luggate Repair 
And Shoeshine Parlor 
Variable Life and Annuities 
Limited Partnerships and Mutual Funds 
WILLIE DAMPER & ASSOC. 
Bookkeeping & Income Taxes Notary 
9262 Magnolia Ave., Suite D 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(909) 359-5760 
PageB-4 
Law Offices Of 
AUDREY G. OWENS 
Attorney At uiw 
(909) 483-3641 
18 Years Experience 
Auto Accidents - Personal Inquiries - Slip And 
Falls - Wills & Trusts 
9267 Marvin Ave. #240 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91780 
AL'S AIR SYSTEMS 
Heating and Air Conditioning 
"Call to see about our summer air 
conditioning specials" 
1089 W. Baseline St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 381-4761 
FAX (909) 381-3352 
Alton C. Green/ Owner 
Lic.#636293 
SUPPORT THE YOUTH OF RIALTO 
._"J.ALTi YOlJ'r. 
S&OESDIN~ 
• SHOE REPAIR AVAILABLE 
H O URS: MON-FRI 9-6 • SAT. 9-4 
Call Rick - (909) 877-5909 
ACROSS PROM RIALTO INDOOR SWAP MEET 
444 E . Foothill Blvd. · Suite. Hr · Rialto, CA 92376 
Farmers Insurance Group 
FIRE · AUTO· TRUCK - COMPENSATION 
HOMEOWNERS - COMMERCIAL · LIFE · BOAT 
O FF. 8 89 -9874 
FAX 884-0767 
Ken Claus 
Scott Claus 
247 E . BASE LINE 
SAN BERNARDI NO CA 92411' 
~~ •e· FOR THE BEST IN 
I K'-'.'I TRAVEL PLANS 
MftliTSS 
23741 G. Sunn~ead Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
(909) 242-3414 
Hair Cuts P,61 Ss~ 
. Clift, 
'Nhlpp Appeal s 
Beauty Salon 
465 W. Baseline 
(909) 421-8604 
Ask For Fay 
~~w u~61~1~6 ~-
, (Y)tJsptf! -  
TAPES - CD'S - VIDEOS 
Sunday School Literature 
Distributor Family Entertainment 
(909) 924-5398, 
24150 Alessandro Blvd., Suite n.5, 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
TRI-STAR 
--
Family_ D e ntal Centre 
, 
Dr. Lloyd B. Walker 
*** General Dentistry Dental Lab On Premises 
Same Day Repair 
Most Insurance Accepted 
Children 
Seniors 
*** 106 North Eucalyptus, Rialto, CA 
(Comer of Rialto Ave.) 
(909) 875-1299 
Call For Your Appointment 
HOURS: M, T, TH, F: 9 • 6P.M. / 
W: 10·7 P.M. / SAT: By appointment Dr. Robert Williams 
Don't Have A Church? Y.lit\~ mm.cm<=a1~:t 'W©.JljCm:-t ll'l~~ Why Go To Las Vegas? 
The Inland Empire• News in Black and ,•amt=j Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & Reception 
Thursday, October 6, 1994 
All God's Children 
by Miss Martha 
Originals Available At 
7~ 
Gifts • Collectibles • Cards 
12625 Frederick Street, W-2 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 653-3589 
Ron Tim • Fran 
(Across from Mervyn's / Next to See's) 
Law Offices of 
RICHARDS 
&DOWE 
• Personal Injury 
•Divorce 
•Criminal Law 
•Probate 
•Bankruptcy 
696-N. ,.D" Street, Suite #1 
San Bernardino 
Opal D. Richards 
Hennin A. Dowe, R.N. 
(909) 885-1219 
Fax (909) 885-1590 
II Perfect Toucl, 
10452 (Near Tyler Mall) 
Specializing in weaving, bonding, relaxers 
press & curl, freeze 
Now accepting applications 
Faye Conner, Owner 
(909) 2?8-4339 
Century 
Beachside 
10681 Foothill Blvd . Ste. 101 
Rancho Cucamonga, 
California 91730 
Res. (909) 822-1372 / 
Pager (909) 603•2754 
Fax (09) 980-6100 
Business (909) 980-6100 
Mary Bonner 
REALTOR 8/Notary 
Each Office ls Independently 
Owned And Operated 
TEMEKU Heating & Air Conditioning 
Honesty - Work Guaranleed - Preventive Mainlnance 
Residential • CommLrcial - Available on Weekend 
No Travel Charge - Low Rate Service 
I Halls, includes: Minister, Origanist & water fountains. lincesne also available here: r------------------=------------------4 Call for Wedding prices and many other Miguel Angel Q Service Technician 
,• 
:, 
:: 
• I •~ 
ffl ill i.e' s ~morial <nqap~l 
''
1111
111111111111 
.,,111 
"A Pla_ce_Wb_e_re ~Ch-:olC~-~A,:e;Ma~de~E:as:ief~ 1111 Ill Ill II:::::: 
. Complete Funeral Services !lf! 
~ 0 Cremations C1' . 
.K ~ Burial Insurance 
Prearranged funeral planning 
(909) 889-0081 
1517 Wen Buellne, San Bernardino 
Darren ~. Polin, Sr. • Manager· 
services. (909) 698- 1034 / (909) 308-7719 (Beeper) 
VICTORY CHAPEL Sales & Installation 
Lie. # 668308 
P.O. Box815 
Temecula, CA 92593 (909) 884-6105 
1*r· . , 
·= • • ~. 
-- GR!--
Call Hazel if you wish to pukhase HUD Properties or other properties. 
I can answer all your questions. 
FREE L!sr • FREE PRE-QuALIFYING 
Bad Credit?! • No Problem!! • Se Habla Espanol 
SPELLACY & ASSOC. REAL ESTATE 
PHONE# (909) 862-4383 • PAGER# 424-9589 
CURB APPEAL.~.From the cub to the doot A lovely 4 bedroom, home well malnWned huny asking just •• . . , .$102,200 
EXCEUENT BUY,~-3 bedroom home has a certain charm. Just walling for the right owner. Priced right on the money . . $75,000 
'Sen-ing !he Co1111111111 il_r ll'ith Quality Care and £\per/ Sen-ice." 
• 
23080 D-220 Alt's.,;indro Bini• ~lo rL·no \"alil-y. C:\ {909) 656-4131 < · 
r:B-10-US-eS- - - - - - - - - - _$_2_ 0-0:-, Ne,110 Gart,c Rose • • • • • • • • • • • • • I I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • I and Don Jose I SPECIAL I 
1Laundry Shirts ....•••......•..•..•. $1.00 I t ~~ ~ i :DRAPERY', 
IPants $2 00 I £ l><I ~ ~ I ............ •••••••--•••••••••••••••• • I Ah3ssandro I P E R P I ... EA T LINED I 
1s ults ...................................... $4.75 1 • 79~ ., aDresses ...... ~ .......................... $4.25 I : 'rRrt::N~o:.~:. 1 
l(S'1lk X tra) I MuSl p,eMnl co.,ponw,thnooming~. I 
• ' I no,,.,....,,"°"'"' ""-·hp"nFot, 13 I 
~----------------J -------------N<; SER\'l< . I·. • Pl< h. I P . ind l>I I I\ I H, 
IONS E R\'ICF • \1.\SrIRI\IIOH0'-"111 
--------
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George lottier is a smoker. He thinks it's time the Government confronted more pressing issues. 
''WHAT DO WE NEED? 
MORE ATTACKS-ON SMOKERS OR 
MORE W AYS TO FIGHT CRIME, D RUGS 
AND UNEMPLOYMENT?'' 
"If you want to talk about what's tearing us 
apart in this country, it's lack of jobs, it's drugs and 
it's crime. 
"It's not smokers. 
"But if all the new laws and proposals are any 
indication, the Government seems to think that 
smokers are the number one priority. We're an easy 
target to go after, an easy victory. 
"I think the Government's job is to inform 
people about smoking and then let the individual 
make his own decision. But with all the legislation 
being proposed, it's reached the point where smokers 
are so alienated we have no choices anymore. 
"In my opinion the non-smoker has rights. But, 
as a smoker, I have rights too. Instead of banning 
everything, why can't the Government look for an 
alternative. It's gotten to the point where a smoker 
is a leper. And pretty soon, if they put more taxes 
,l 
on cigarettes as they are planning to do, cigarettes 
will only be available from illegal sources. 
"If we allow them to regulate smoking any 
more, then they'll be able to turn to other th ings. 
Where will they stop? 
" It's time to change our priorities. We've lost 
sight of what's most important." 
This opinion is brought to you in the interest 
of an informed debate by the R.J. Reynolds 
Tobacco Company. We believe that the answer to 
most smoking issues lies in accommodation, in 
finding ways in which smokers and non-smokers 
can co-exist peacefully, We encourage dialogue 
and discussion that w il l so lve the issues without 
resorting to Government intervention. For further 
information call 1-800-366-8441. 
( . 
. , , ' 
' ..... , ,. 
• I 
Classifieds & Legals 
'• 
The Black Voice News 
CLASSIFIEDS 
DIRECTOR OF 
INFORMATION 
SERVICES 
$92,000 anm_ially 
Plus extensive 
executive benefit plan 
San Bernardino 
County is recruiting 
for an individual with 
a minimum of 5 years 
of high level manage-
ment experience in 
Information systems 
in a large complex 
public and/or 
corporate entity. This 
position will provide 
both administrative 
and technical 
direction for the 
· County-wide manage-
ment information 
systems, computer 
operations, radio, 
microwave, data 
telecommunications 
networks and the 
County-owned 
telephone system. 
Qualified applicants 
should submit 
application materials 
by October 28, 1994 
to: 
San Bernardino 
County Human 
Resources 157 W. 
Fifth St. 
San Bernardino, CA 
93415-0440 
(909) 387-6080 
EOE/m/f/h 
Tour Guides 
20 hrs/week 
8 a.m. -12 noon 
and flexible 
Experience with 
school-age children & 
public speaking & 
bilingual (Eng/Sp) 
desirable. · Send 
resume to: 
Tour Guides 
P.O. Box 80008 
Ontario, CA 
91758--0008 
Request For 
Applications 
The Tri-County South 
Regional Tobacco 
Control Coalition 
announces two 
Requests for 
Application (RFA): 
RFA #1: Youth 
Coordinator for 
Imperial County youth 
activities. Hatt-time 
subcontract for 7 
months ($10,000)-
possible 1 year 
extension. 
RFA #2: Youth 
Coordinator for youth 
activities In Riverside/ 
San Bernardino 
counties. Full-time 
subcontract for 7 
months ($23,000) -
possible 1 year 
extension. 
Qualifications: 
PRESIDENT/ 
CEO, 
Family Service 
Agency of San 
Bernardino. Nonprofit 
providing outpatient 
mental health 
services/crisis hotline 
and Internship/ 
training facility for 
MFCC and LCSW 
students. CEO 
reports to 18-member 
Board; supervises 28 
professional/volunteer 
staff. Minimum 
qualifications: BA/BS 
degree related field, 5 
yrs. senior mgt. 
experience; advanced 
degree; nonprofit/ 
social service/ public 
agency experience/ 
knowledge desirable. 
Salary open DOQ. 
Screening process 
begins November 15. 
Send resume / letter of 
qualifications to: 
Family Service 
Agency, 1669 N. "E" 
St., San Bernardino, 
CA 92405; mark 
envelop "CEO 
Search". lnf./flyer: 
(909) 886-6737. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Canon U.S.A. is 
seeking qualified 
women business 
enterprises, and 
disabled veteran 
business enterprises 
with trucking and 
delivery companies to 
submit bids to install, 
set up and key op 
electronic office 
equipment In Blythe 
AND/OR lone, 
California. For further 
Information, contact 
Merl Toyer af "(714) 
753-4439. Please 
reply by October 12, 
1994. State of 
California, Bid 
#IFB28886. 
SERVICE 
TECHNICIAN 
WANTED 
Marks CableVlslon is 
accepting applications 
for qualified Service 
Technicians In their 
San Bernardino office. 
Qualified candidates 
must have 2 years in 
the Cable Television 
Industry. Good 
Benefits. Apply in 
person at 4240 N. 
Hallmark Parkway, 
San Bernardino, EOE. 
RADIATOR, 
MUFFLER, 
GENERAL AUTO 
REPAIR SHOP, 
Plus Radiator 
Distribution. Real 
Money Maker Fu II 
Equipped, 195,000+ 
Inventory Established 
25 Years. 
Dl!Y,S (909) 7~7-2017 
Eve. (909) 845-5767 
ask for Irwin. 
BENEFICIARY: SHAWMUT 
FIRST MORTGAGE CORP. 
Recorded April 19, 1988 as 
Instr. No.103990 In Book-
page-- of Official Records In 
the office of the Recorder or 
Riverside County; 
said deed of trust de,crlbes the 
following: 
LOT 26 OF TRACT 19523-2 
AS SHOWN BY MAP ON 
FILE IN BOOK 164 PAG~ 87 
THROUGH 90 OF MAPS, 
RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE 
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST 
DATED 4112/88. UNLESS 
YOU TAKE ACTION TO 
PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 
IF YOU NEED AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE 
NATURE OF THE 
PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER. 
4345 RIVERBEND LANF., 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
"(If a street address or 
common deslpatlon of 
property Is shown above, no 
warranty Is given as to Its 
completeness or correctness)." 
The beneftdary under said 
Deed of Trust, by mLWD of a 
breach or default In the 
obligations secured thereby, 
heretofore executed and 
delivered to the undersigned a 
written Declaration of Default 
and Demand ror Sale, and 
written notice of defauJ t and of 
election to cause the 
undersigned to sell said 
property to satisfy said 
obligations, and thereafter the 
undersigned caused said notice 
of default and of election to be 
Recorded June 10, 1994, at 
Instr. No. 239122 In Book-
Page-- or Official Records In 
the office or the recorder or 
Riverside County; 
Said sale or property will be 
made in "as ls" condition 
without covenant or warranty, 
express or implied, regarding 
titled possession, or 
encumbrances, to pay the 
remaining principal sum or the 
note(s) secured by said deed or 
Trust, w:lth Interest as In said 
note provided, advances, If any, 
under the terms or said Deed of 
Trust, fees, charges and 
expenses or the Trustee and of 
the trusts created by said Deed 
of Trust. 
Said sale will be held on: 
October 13, 1994, at 3:30 p.m. 
at the Main Street entrance to 
the County Courthouse, 4050 
Main St., Riverside, CA 
At the time or the Initial 
publication of this notice, the 
total amount of the unpaid 
balance pf the obligation 
secured by the above described 
deedoftrustandestlmated 
costs, expenses, and advances is 
$127,510.54. 
It is possible that at the time or 
sale the opening bid may be 
less than the total Indebtedness 
due. 
Date: 9/12/94 
T.D. SERVICE 
as said Trustee 
by Paula Jan, Assistant 
Secretary 
3130 ChicagoAve.,#170, 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 583-5083 
IF AVAILABLE, THE 
EXPECTED OPENING BID 
MAY BE OBTAINED BY 
CALLING THE 
TELEPHONE NUMBERS ON 
THE DAY BEFORE THE 
SALE: (714) 385-S837 OR 
(213) 627-486S. 
SERVICE NO: 403100C 
/p/9/22).9/94 and 10/6/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person{s) Is {are) 
d olng business as: 
1. A Bachelor's 
Degree in the field of 
Health Education, 
Public Health, or 
closely related field (in 
lieu of a Bachelor's 
Degree: four (4) years 
of experience in the II 
above fields as 
described). 
2. Youth Trainer 
experience. 
LEGALS II 
THE CUTIING ROOM 
SALON 
3630 MAIN STREET, 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501 
CONRAD CHAVEZ, JR. 
3. Individuals must 
qualify as 
Independent 
contractors (IC); 
agencies must be a 
501 (c) (3). 
DEADLINE FOR 
RECEIVING 
COMPLETED RFA'S: 
OCTOBER 21, 1994 
To receive an 
application please call 
or FAX (909) 320-1599 
/ FAX (909) 274-9348. 
This Could Be 
Your Space. Call 
(909) 889-0506 or 
(909) 682-6070 
For More 
Information. 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S 
SALE 
T .S. No. J205849 
UnltCode J 
Loan No. 0853465/MARTINEZ 
AP# 181-281-006-7 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY 
as duly appointed Trustee 
under the following described 
deed of trust WILL SELL AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE 
HIGHFSI' BIDDER FOR 
CASH (In the forms which are 
lawfuJ tender In the United 
States) and/or the cashier's, 
certified or other checks 
specified in Clvll Code Section 
2924h (payable In full at the 
time of sale to T.D. Service 
Company) all right, title and 
Interest conveyed to and now 
held by It under said Deed of 
Trust In the property 
hereinafter described: 
TRUSTOR: MARK 
WILLIAM MARTINEZ 
!RENE REYNOLDS 
MARTINEZ 
17%8 Spring View Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business Is conducted 
byan Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
ftctltious business name or 
names listed herein 
The ffllng of this statement 
does not or Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(Sec. 14400 et seq. B & P code) 
Statement ftled w:lth the 
County Oerk or Riverside 
County on August 30, 1994 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on file ln my office. 
Frank K. Johnson, County 
Clerk 
File No. 
/p/9/29/94, 10/6,13,20/94 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
The City of Corona has 
established the following 
annual goal for Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprise (DBE) 
involvement In federally 
funded road construction 
projects: 
Disadvantaged 
Buslness .......... 10% 
These goals were developed 
pursuant to U.S. Department 
or Transportation regulations 
and are applkablejto all U.S. 
Department of Transportation 
assisted construction projects 
llnded through the City of 
Corona Public Works 
Department fromOctober 1, 
1994 through September 30, 
1995. 
A description of how these 
goals were developed Is 
available for public inspec:tlon 
from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM, 
Monday through Thursday, for 
a period or 30 days following 
the date of this notice at: City 
· of Corona, City aerk's Office, 
815 West Slxtb Stnet, Corona, 
CA!l1720 
Comments on goals are for 
Informal purpoaes only and 
will be accepted at the aboYe 
address for 45 days from the 
date of this notlce 
f-p/10/6194 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The follow:lng person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
OLDSTONEMARTGAGE, 
INC 
13064 Sunlit CL 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
JOHN E. JACKSON 
13064 Sunlit CL 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business Is conducted by a 
corporation 
Registrant has not yet be&IID to 
transact business under the 
flc:titious business name or 
names listed herein. 
The ftllng of this statement 
does not or Itself authorbe the 
use in this state of a flc:titious 
buslneu name in violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
{Sec. 14400 et seq. B & P code) 
Statement ftled With the 
County Oerk ofRIYel'Slde 
County on August 30, 1994 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on ftle in my office. • 
Frank K. Johnson, County 
Oerk 
File No. 946440 
/p/10/6, 13, 20, 27/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
ALTERED IMAGEZ II 
3696 Beatty Suite G 
Riverside, CA 92506 
ALTERED IMAGEZ 
3696 Beatty Suite G 
Riverside, CA 92506 
MICHAEL J. PERSUAD 
2210 Reche Canyon Rd. 
Colton, CA 92324 
GARY L. RODWELL 
5430 Arllngton#l17 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business Is conducted by 
Co-Partners. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
flc:titious name or names listed 
above on July 25, 1994. 
s/Mlchael J. Persuad 
The filing or this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fktitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another Ul)der 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on July 27, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
Frank Johnson, 
County Oerk 
FILE NO. 945198 
p/7/1.f,/94, 8/4,11,18/94 
AMENDED 
p/9/29/94, 10/6,12,18/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
THE CUTIING ROOM 
SALON 
3630 Main SL 
Riverside, CA 92501 
CONRAD CHAVEZ, JR. 
17968 Spring View Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Tb.ls business Is conducted by 
an individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
tramact business under the 
ftctitious buslnen name or 
names listed herein. 
s,'Conrad Chavez, Jr. 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state or a nctltious 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code) 
Statement ftled w:lth the 
County Qerk or Riverside 
County on September 27, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on rue In my office. 
Frank Johnson, 
County Oerk 
FILE NO. 946618 
p/9/29/94, 10/6,12,18/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
AMERICAN HOME LOANS 
3585 Main Street #202 
Riverside, CA 92501 
ROBERT EDWARD HARRELL 
5200 Canyon Crest Dr. #90 
Riverside, CA 92500 
This business Is conducted by 
111 individual 
Registrant commenced to · 
transact business 1U1der the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 7-31-94 
The ming or this statemellt 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state or a nctltlous 
buslnes name In violation or 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
{Sec. 14400 et seq. B & P code) 
Statement ftled with the 
County Oerk of Riverside 
County on August 30, 1994 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on me in my office. 
Frank K. Johnson, County 
Clerk 
File No. 946090 
p/9/22).9/94, 10/6,12/94 
STATEMENT OF 
ABANDONMENT OF USE 
OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
FILE NO. 924769 
The follow:lng person{s) bas 
(have) abandoned the use of 
the fictitious business name 
GRANT'S 
CARDIOVASCULAR CLINIC 
at 27300 Iris Ave, 3rd Floor 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
The fictitious buslnes.1 name 
referred to above was ftled In 
Riverside County on 6/24/92 
BE'ITY S. GRANT. 
ANDERSON 
26435 Coconut Lane 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business was conducted 
by G. Grant Anderson 
Isl B. Grant Anderson • Owner 
This statement was field w:lth 
the County Qerk or Riverside 
County on July 25, 1994. 
p/7/28/94, 8/4,11,18/94 
AMENDED 
p/9/29/94, 10/6,12,18/94 
NOTICE OF 
TRUSTEE'S SAl,,E 
Trustee Sale No. 
94-8394132-A 
Title Oraer No. 
2609553-53 
Aol~1ence No. 83!14132 
APN No. 238-271-030-2 
YOlJ AHE IN Df:t=AUL T 
lJNDl:R A DEED OF 
TfilJSl DA.I tD Oi'/08/92. 
I JNL ES::; YOU T AI\E AC· 
TH) N ro PROTl:CT 
'fl)llR PROPERTY, IT 
MAY bE SOLD AT A 
PUHi IC SALE. IF YOU 
NEED AN EXPLANATION 
OF THE NATURE OF THE 
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST 
YOU , YOU SHOULD 
CON r AC r A LAWYER. 
0,, 10:1~ 194 at 10:00 
A M . Golden West Sav-
ingi, Association Service 
Co., d:; ltltl duly appointed 
lru::.11.<0 u11d1::r dnd pursuant 
tu Dm,"ll of T1usl. rncorded 
luI 07/lb/92 as Document 
Nu 26:i562 Book •· Page 
· (JI ON1crul Record:; JO lhe 
Olllrn ul the Recorder of 
R111er::.1dc Counly, Califor-
I11c1, EJM,Cul&d by: Cindy 
l'1tzI1arrn;, a married wom-
,111. as lruslor World Sav-
1119:; And Loan Association, 
a Fc;derdl Scavings and 
Ludn AS:;0<.:1dl!On, 3S Bene-
lic,a,y 
Will sell c1l public auclion 
lU ll1u hi!.Jhest bidder for 
c,d, (pdyable al time of 
sate 11, lawful money of the 
Unik:cl SIa1es. by cash. a 
t.:u::.I 11uI ·s check drown by a 
st;,tu "' nar,onal bank, a 
chuc~ rj, dWn by a stale or 
luck,, ill r; rcdit union,_ or a 
,.he<;k drawn by a stale or 
ludtlrnl sc1vIngs 1:111d loan 
c1»so,:I011011. savinys associ· 
;,llun. o r savings bank 
spvt.:111vJ 111 :;ecnon 5102 of 
1111:1 h11a11c1ul Codu and au· 
II ,o,ut:d 10 uo bus,ncss in 
ll11:, ,;lcllu.) Al: Al lhe Md1n 
Sl ruct entrance to the 
Cdu11ly Countiousc, 4050 
M;,11, S1,eeI. Riverside, CA 
,jll nuhI_ title and interest 
Cul ,vllyud lo i>l1d now held 
by ll lJIIUcr Sdld Deed of 
l Iu;;I 111 thEJ µropurty sItuat· 
0d 111 :.u1u County, Califor-
I11;, doscr1b1ng Ille land 
ll\t:1vi11. Loi 30 ol Tract No. 
7ti40 "" shuw11 by Map on 
Ide 111 Buok 88 Pc:Jyes 23 
uml .!4 uf Mdp, Records of 
R,v..,r:.,ue County, Cahlor-
111c1 
l tn: pIoµt:rty heretofore 
uu:;c;r,IJlJU IS lJeifl!.J sold "as 
I~ .. ' Thu :,lf<:Ct address and 
uu ,.,, cc,, ruuun dt::srynation, 
11 any or the ,eal properly 
tl<::.e111.JutJ above Is purpon-
e,U 1,, be 2822 Sonoma 
D11vtl, H1vu1:.idr,, CA 92504 
The unders1gnt:.'CI T1usIce 
dIsclauns any l1ab1hty fur 
any incorrecI11oss of thu 
street address and otht:r 
common designation. ,f c111y. 
shown herein. Said sale 
will be made, but w1Iho11I 
covenant or warranty, eA-
pressed or implied, reyd1d-
Ing title, possession, or en· 
cumbrances, to pay tht: rt:· 
marning pnncIpc1I sum of the 
note(s) secured by said 
Deed ol Trust, wllh i11Ierest 
therooo, as provided in <>aid 
note(s), advances, 1f any, 
under the 1errns of the 
Deed of Trust, eslirnuted 
fees, charges and eAp.::nses 
of 1he Trustee and of the 
trusts created by sa11J Deed 
of Trust . to - w,r : 
$123,238.21 E stI111ated 
Accrued inIerEJ:.t and atldI-
uonal advances, 11 any, will 
increase this llgurt: pnor to 
sale. 
l he benel1c1ary undur 
said Deed of Trust herelO· 
lore executed and delivered 
10 the undersigned a wnnen 
Dt:clara11on of Delault and 
Demand for Sale , and a 
wr111en Notice of Delault 
and Elecllon to Sell. The 
undersigned caused said 
No~ce ol Del;,ult and Elec -
tion to Sell tu be recordod 
,n the COIJCIIY Wlh:lUcl the real 
p,operly is located ,rnd 
more than ll'lroe rnonllH, 
hc1ve elapsed s111ce :ouch 
recordallon. 
Golden West Savmgs 
Association Service Co., 
as Trustee. 4402 Piudras 
Drive \",(est, Sdn Antonio, 
TX 78228· 1000, Ti:llepl10110 
Number: (210) 733-4998, 
By: Ellie McMa1111~. As:.is· 
tanl Set:retary, Dale: 
09108/94 
ASAP138342 
9/22, 9/29, 10/6 
NOTICE OF 
TRUSTEE'S SALE 
Trustee Sale No. 
94-7417934-A 
Title Order No. 
2605152-53 
Reterence No. 7417934 
APN No. 153-291 -003·0 
YOU ARE IN DtFAUL T 
UNDER A DEED OF 
TRUST DATED 07/25/90. 
UNLESS YOU TAKE AC· 
TION TO · PROTECT 
YOUR PROPERTY , IT 
MAY BE SOLD AT A 
PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU 
NEED AN EXPLANATION 
OF THE NATURE' OF THE 
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST 
YOU. YOU S HOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER 
011 10/13194 at 10:00 
A M . Golden West Sav-
ings Association Service 
Co., as the duly appo111ted 
f rustee u11der and pursuant 
to Deod of Trust, rc.-corded 
OI\ 08/08/90 as Document 
Nu. 294 10 1 Bool- · · Page 
ol OH,cial Records ,n the 
Ottice ol thu Recorder of 
R1ver::.1dt: County, Cali lor -
rud, tlxec,11ed by: K yu Duk 
Suh and Ji Wan Suh, hus· 
bdnd anJ wife, dS T11Jstor 
World Savings And Loan 
A:;SOCldllOn. a Feueral Sav-
111!.JS <1111 1 I oan Assoc,at,on, 
dS Bu11uhc1ary 
Will sell at public auCIIOII 
lo the h1yhesl bidder for· 
c;,:.h (pdyat,le at rime of 
sale 111 lawful 111011ey of l11e 
UI111t,d SIa1es, by cash, a 
Cd::.111e, ·s check drawn by a 
slate or national bank, a 
check 1J1 dWII IJy a ::;tate or 
luderat crnJ11 L111101I, or a 
check urawn by a state or 
lntlw di SdVII IQS a, id IOdll 
;,::,:,t,i.:I"11011, savi11g:; assocI -
al1u11 , or ::.av,nus loank 
:-,µuc1h<:d 111 sccuun 5102 ol 
I11e F11 1.i11C1dl Code and c:JU · 
ti IOlllutl 10 LIO business in 
1111s :lli:IIU I Al: Al the Mdlll 
S I10,:; t dlllra11ce to lhe 
Cu1n1Iy Co11rll1ou:;e, 4050 
Mdll I Streel, R1v1:;rs1Lle, CA 
all nulll . llllu and interest 
COIIVCyb d to ;;nd IIUW held 
by II llCl(ltJr Said Deed of 
Tr11:.I 111 tile property sItuat· 
ed 111 ::;aid County, Cahlor-
niu 1Jest: r1b1ng the land 
lherci111: As more tully de-
sc, I1.)ud In said Dcou of 
l 11,:;t 
T 110 µropi,rty ho, etoloro 
Llu:.i:nlJc,J 1s lJe111y :.old "us 
is•· TIit: slruel addruss and 
Utl I\JI C:Olllrl\011 dUSl\jllaUOII, 
11 ,my, 01 the real properly 
du::;cnt,.;:d c1bove 1::. purpon· 
ed 10 he: 11 :,29 Meridian 
Woy, R1vurs1de, CA 92505 
The unders1g11ed T rustt:e 
disclaims any lialJ,lily for 
any incorrectnuss of lhe 
street address and other 
common designation, 11 any, 
shown herein. Said sale 
Will be made. bul WllhOll l 
covenant or warranty. ex· 
pressed or unplied, regard-
ing title, possession, or en· 
cumbrances, to pay the re-
maining principal sum of lhe 
note(s) secured by said 
'?eed of Trust, wllh inlems! 
• I 
' I 
Thursday, October 6, 1994 
mereon. as _pIovIaed 1n sa,o 
note(s), advances, 11 .any; 
under the terms ol lite 
Deed of Trust, esIirnated 
fees, charyes and expenses 
of the Trustee and ol the 
trusrs created by said Dood 
of Trust, to- wit : 
$191,870.71 Estimated 
Accrued interest and add1· 
t,onal advances. 11 any, w,11 
increase this l1yure pnor to 
sale. 
The benehc,ary under 
said Deed of Trust hereto-
fore executed and delivered 
10 the unders1y11ed a wnue,, 
Declaralion of Delault and 
Demand lor Sale. c111d a 
wnt1en Nouce ol Default 
and Elecr,on lo Sell. The 
undersigned caused said . 
Nuuce of Default and Elec-
tion to Sell lo be ree;orded 
,n the county wtIe1EJ the rt::al 
properly is locatud anc1 
more than three monl11s 
have elapsed since sud1 
recordat1on. 
Golden West Savings 
Association Service Co., 
as Trustee, 4402 Piud1a,; 
Drive Wesl, Sc1n Anlu1110, 
TX 78228-1000, Tclepl1one ' 
Number: (210) 733 4998, 
By: Ellie McMa11us, A:;:.,_:,· 
tant Se cre tary , 0<1te : 
09/08/94 
ASAP138376 
9122. 9129. 1 0/6 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CA · 
IFORNIA, COUNTY OF ' 
RIVERSIDE 
CASE NO. 2S4757 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
RE CHANGE OF NAME 
(1277 C.C.P.) 
In re the Change of Name of 
Christian Koy Mattler 
Petitioner, Sara Porter, has 
filed a petition with the,perk 
of this court for an order- ,. 
changing applicant's name 
from Christian Koy Mattler to 
Christian Koy Haywood. 
IT IS ORDERED that all per-
sons Interested in the above-
.· entitled matter appear before 
this court on October ii, 1994 
al 8:(J() A.M. in Department 
Law & Motion, located-at 
Dept. 8, 3547 10th Street. ani, 
show cause If any, why the · 
petition for change of name 
should not be granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy or this order to 
, show cause be published in 
The Black Voice a newspaper 
of general circulation pub-
lished In Riverside County, 
California, once a week for 
four successive weeks prior to 
the date set the hearing on the 
petition. 
Dated: 9/6/94 . 
Judge of the Superior Court 
/p/9/15,22).9/94 and 10/6/94 
Pointers For Pet Owners 
Keeping Your Home Free Of Fleas 
1994 Flea Forecast 
May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
Northeast 1 2 3 5 4 3 2 
Northwesf 2 3 4 5 4 4 4 4 
Soulhe(\SI 2 3 4 s 4 3 l ' 
Southwest 3 4 s 5 4 3 2 ,2 
Midwest 2 3 4 5 4 3 ]. ' © 
On an "itching scale" of one-to-five, with five being \ 
the worst, the 1994 flea season will shake out as above. 
(NAPS}-Dogs and cats lis),' the dog flea (cteno-
won't be the only ones cephalides), and the human 
scratching this year . flea (pulex irritans). The 
According to a well-kno~ cat flea is the most common 
pest control company s household flea, living on 
1994 Flea Forecast for the blood meals from humans 
US, the nation can expect or animals. 
the worst fleas in July, Pet owners are finding 
A1,1gust and September, . t hat fleas are tough to 
with no relief till winter. Y'.Jsehd>~acking.~Remales 
· ' Flea0i-tching wi11 oni~': ~dJi.y,25, eggs-,1:r~a.y,and,,t 
have scratched the surface upI ¼rAOO in their life- , . 
in May and June, with time. During the egg and 
fleas peaking in August pupae stages, fleas are 
across the nation except naturally protected from 
for the Midwest, which insecticides, making-it 
peaks in September. more difficult to treat an 
" Fleas can reproduce infestation. 
rapidly at room tempera- Orkin suggests the fo]. 
ture, making your home an lowing tips to combat 
ideal breeding ground," said fleas in the home: 
Steve Danuser, spokesper- • Vacuum and ,wash 
son for Orkin Pest Control. all pet bedding ancl, pet 
"In fact, at the peak of flea resting areas. 
season, a female flea can • Vacuum carpets often 
produce over 4,100 new andthrowawaytheyacuwp ·, 
fleas in three months." cleaner bag when finished . 
"Fleas also like shaded • Groom pets outdoors. • 
areas close to the' house," • Trim lawns and weeds 
said Dr. Jeff Werber, to create a drier, more : 
D .V.M. "They'll get inside hostile environment for / 
your home by hitching a flea larvae. : 
ride on anything- your • Have pets treat~d j 
pantlegs, shoes, the''dog for fleas when the home • 
or cat-and get into your is treated. l 
h ouse where they l ay • Call your local Orkin ! 
eggs in your home's car- branch for a free flea , 
peting or pet areas and inspection ; or write to : 
are hard to eliminate." Orkin Pest Control at I 
Fleas found most often P .O . Box 647, Atlanta. J ' 
in the Unit.ed States are: the Georgia 30324 for a free 1 
cat flea (ctenocephalidesfe- homeowner flea booklet. : 
I I 
l~i 
More than three-fourths (78 percent) of shoppers · 
surveyed said they would be buying at least some i 
groceries because of ads in the newspaper. / 
I 
If 5 is your 
size you're 
in for some 
kicks at 
, Call (909) 885-7282 
Monday-Wednesday: 10 A.M. -5 P.M. / Call For 
Weekend Hours. 
\/ 
I I I 
' I I I I I I I ! 
7 I 
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Lost Weekend: Rams, Trojans And Eagles All Lose 
~w··· ~,.,- l'M IN THE HOUSE: Oregon freshman 
receiver and former CIF State 100- and 200-
meter champion, Pat Johnson, made a solid 
contribution to the Ducks' win. Photo By Bruce 
Thompeon 
WE WILL BE BACK: (L to R) USC's Sammy 
Knight of Rubidoux and Errick Herrin stand 
over a fallen opponent. Pholo 1y 1,-Thompaon 
Johnson and 
his 'Mighty 
Duckmates' 
sack USC, 22-7. 
By LELAND STEIN III 
BVN Sports Editor 
LOS ANGELES - It had to 
happen someday, right? 
Well, that someday came a 
little sooner than USC (1-1 in 
the Pac-10, 2-2 overall) had 
expected or hoped for. The law 
of averages and statistics final-
ly caught up with the Trojans. 
It's about time don't you 
think? 
After all, its been two 
decades since the 'Mighty 
Ducks' of Oregon ·had come 
into the Coliseum and defeated 
USC. 
Yes, they did jt again, albeit 
twenty-three seasons later. This 
time Oregon came into the Col-
iseum a 19 point underdog, but 
left a 22-7 winner. 
Before a crowd of 44,232 
amazed and stunned fans, USC 
allowed the Ducks to have a 
sack party - eight in all - at its 
expense. They also let an 
unheralded second-string Duck 
quarterback, Tony Graziani, 
waddle his way to 287 yards 
passing, that included a 19-
yard touchdown toss to Cristin 
McLemore. Although most 
everyone would consider Ore-
gon's (1-0, 3-2) victory an 
upset, the victors did not. 
"I knew we were going to 
win," Oregon receiver Pat 
Johnson of Redlands said. "We 
practiced real hard the past 
couple weeks, so we felt pretty 
good coming in here about our 
chances." 
Johnson, who won the Cali-
fornia State championship in 
the 100- and 200-meters earlier 
in the year while in high 
school, made a solid contribu-
tion to the Ducks win. 
In the second quarter with 
USC trailing 10-7, Johnson 
caught a 33-yard pass from 
Graziani on second and 13 
from the Oregon 27 yard-line. 
Johnson's catch led to 
Graziani 's only touchdown 
pass and upped their lead to 16-
7. 
Then Johnson returned a 
punt 13-yards and it led to a 
third quarter Duck field goal 
that pushed their lead to 19-7. 
A true freshman, Johnson, 
said that the transition to col-
lege level was "not as hard as 
he envisioned it to be." He also 
noted that this was his first 
time returning punts (he 
returned 3 pwits for 33 yards), 
and he just wanted to "come in 
and get his shake off." Johnson 
caught 3 passes for 50 yards for 
good measure, too. 
Even though the fans and 
some of the coaches were 
shocked the Trojans were 
soundly defeated at home, 
some of the players were not. 
They know that on any given 
day anyone can beat anyone if 
they are not prepared. 
''They just played better than 
we did," explained Trojan 
defensive back Sammy Knight 
of Rubidoux. "I'm not shocked 
that they beat us, maybe not 
happy, but not shocked. On any 
given day you can get beat, if 
you don't make the plays and 
they do." 
Although Knight understood 
the situation, some Trojans 
were quite surprised. Noted 
George Perry, a freshman 
defensive end from San 
Bernardino, "I don't know 
what happen today. All we can 
do is comeback and work hard 
in practice and · forget about 
what happened." 
While the Trojans were left 
to contemplate their situation, a 
Duck parent was left with high 
hopes!'" 
I '• 1  ~ "' th ,d . ' . 
,""i!ew ey woUI wm ... 
It's just something I felt 
inside," Patricia Johnson, Pat's 
mother said. "I could see the 
confidence in them, don't be 
surprised by what they accom-
plish in the next couple 
games." 
Well, USC had better regain 
that confidence factor, and with 
the talent they have most likely 
they will. It ain't over yet. 
Hit1l1 S£1Htttl l~tnflt11II 
· Hill, Washington, 
Carbajal and 
Watson can't 
stop Norco. 
GAME OF THE WEEK 
By LELAND STEIN m 
BVN Sports Editor 
NORCO - With three losses 
to Division 4 teams, including 
this 21-3 setback to two time 
defending California Inter-
scholastic Federation champs, 
Norco, Riverside La Sierra can 
only look upward. 
The experience of playing 
against larger schools should 
only help the Eagles in their 
quest for the Division 8 title. 
La Sierra (1-3) played Norco 
tough, but the offense could 
not muster any consistency 
against the big front of the 
Cougars. Although its defense, 
led by Aaron Hill, Deandre 
Watson, 'fyree Washington and 
Eldon Leggett, played rough-
and-stuff ball, positioning the 
Eagles with a chan~e to win 
until a fourth quarter 86 yard 
touchdown run by Ntuco 's 
McGill Kyser. 
The Eagles playing without 
the services of quarterback, 
David Melton, did not throw 
down field and take advantage 
of its superior speed. 
With CIF State long jump 
\ I 
WHAT'S THE DEAL?: La 
Sierra's star defensive end, 
Aaron HIii, contemplates his 
next move. Photo by Bruce 
Thompeon-BYN 
champion, Washington, on one 
wing and Watson and Derrick 
Carbajal in the backfield, the 
Eagles could not take advan-
tage of their weapons. 
Instead it was Norco (3-1) 
who controlled the ball and 
game. Behind running backs 
Reggie William (61 yards and 
two scores) and Kyser (162 
yards), the Cougars implement-
ed a ground control attack that 
led to a time of possession 
· advantage of two-to-one; out 
gaining La Sierra 263 yard on 
the growid to 40. 
· .. 1 oon't like excuses, but our 
offense didn't have the same 
togetherness without its 
starter," explained La Sierra's 
star defensive lineman Aaron 
Hill. "I still expect us to go to 
the playoffs as long as we con-
I 
I 
I WISH I COULD FLY: The 
Eagle's super safety (# 25), 
lyree Washington, flew 24-feet 
to the CIF State 1.ong Jump 
title. Photo by Brue• Thompson-BVN 
tinue to grow and work as a 
team." 
Added safety Washington: 
"We can build on this, if we 
work as a team. I know we can 
take league if we don ' t let 
these losses get us down." 
Explained running back Del-
ron Simpson: "Playing better 
caliber teams can't help but 
prepare us for our division and 
league. Eventually we will 
come together and play Eagles' 
football." 
Although the Eagles have 
losi three games in which they 
ha~e competed competitively, 
they will be a force to be reek-
~ oned with during league play 
and in the CIF playoffs. They 
surely have the speed to fly 
higher. 
Late Touchdown 
And Interception 
. Caps Falcon's 
8-5 Win 
By LELAND STEIN III 
BVN Sports Editor 
ANAHEIM - Baseball may 
be on strike . . . but a baseball 
game was played at Anaheim 
Stadium before 34,599, or at 
least a football game that 
scored like a baseball game. 
No matter the game played, 
it was a heart breaker for the 
losers - the Rams, who lost 8-5 
on a late Atlanta fourth quarter 
touchdown. 
Oh, it was a football game I 
witnessed. In fact, it was a hard 
hitting rough-and-stuff game. 
Both teams' defenses played 
inspired in your face ball. In 
this defensive ball game, each 
teams' starting quarterback was 
knocked out. The backups -
Atlanta's Bobby Hebert and the 
Rams' Tommy Maddox - took 
center stage. 
The Falcons were able to 
place their fate in the capable 
hands of seasoned veteran, 
Hebert, while the Rams fate 
rested in the hands of inexperi-
enced Maddox. 
Score one for experience. 
Hebert led the Falcons, who 
had already beaten the Rams 
two weeks earlier in Atlanta, on 
a solid game winning 89-yard 
drive that culminated in a 13-
yard Hebert to Ricky Sanders 
touchdown pass with little more 
than 3 Jl!inutes remaining in the 
contest. . 
"I just tried to go out and 
make the best of it ... I've 
played long enough to ,know 
. 
• 
LIKE WHITE ON RICE: Todd Lyght (#41) and other Ram 
defenders shadowed the Falcon's Andre Rison (#80) through-
out the game. photo by Sam JarnntBVN 
what has to be done," said 
Hebert. "You have to give cred-
it to the Rams• defense, they 
played great. We just stuck 
around long enough to get the 
win." 
Score one for inexperience. 
Maddox the third string 
quarterback, playing because of 
injuries to starter Chris Miller 
and to his backup, Chris Chan-
dler, who severely sprained his 
ankle in the second quarter of 
the game. 
"It's tough coming off the 
bench at anytime, but we still 
moved the ball," said Maddox. 
"We didn't put any points on 
the board when we had a 
chance to, and I'm to blame." 
The Rams coming off a sur-
prising shutout victory at 
Kansas City, had chances to get 
the win as Maddox noted, but 
came up short each time they 
were in the Falcons' side of the 
field. But, the Rams' defense 
continues to shine and are a 
source of hope for the remain-
ing games, demonstrating this 
by stopping the high powered 
Falcon passing attack dead in 
its tracks for 50 minutes of the 
game. 
"Defense played their butts 
off," noted Rams' receiver 
Jessie Hester. "Our offense has 
to find away to get on the same 
page as them. We tried to build 
off the win last week, but ... " 
Added tight end Troy Dray-
ton: "It's going to take a com-
plete effort from the offense, 
defense and special teams to get 
back on track. It's gut check 
time. If we have a complete 
effort from everybody we can 
turn it around." 
Concurred Sean Gilbert, the 
Rams' sack master: "I think we 
left it all on the field today, and 
as long as we continue to do 
that, we will have chances to 
win ball games." 
The Rams showed heart, if 
not offense. Even though they 
came within 3 minutes of their 
second consecutive shutout, 
and in spite of Jerome Bettis' 
fourth straight 100-yard rushing 
game, a win eluded them. 
OFFICIAL NOTICE OFFICIAL NOTICE 
VOLUNTARY RECALL 
OF CIGARETTE LIGHTER 
As a voluntary/precautionary measure based on a small 
number of consumer complaints involving bums, R.J. Reynolds 
Tobacco Company has announced a nationwide recall of a 
recently distributed unique lighter. The lighter is: 
CAMEL Metal Match Lighter - This lighter was 
distributed in retail stores with a two-pack purchase 
of CAMEL cigarettes beginning in August 1994. 
The lighter, designed to function as a relightable 
match, looks like a small pack of cigarettes and 
features CAMEL designs. 
Consumers who possess the "CAMEL Metal Match" lighter 
must stop using it and either dispose of it or contact 
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company immediately for directions on 
how to properly return the lighter. DO NOT RETURN THE 
LIGHTER WITHOUT FIRST CONTACTING THE COMPANY. 
The two methods for contact include: 
1. Send your name and address by October 31, 1994, 
to: CAMEL Metal Match Returns, P.O. Box 7, 
Winston-Salem, NC 27102. 
2. Call 1-800-887-4579 with your name and address. 
The 800 number will be operational Monday 
through Friday, between 7:00 a.m. and 12:00 
Midnight ET, until October 31, 1994. 
Consumers will be provided postage-paid mailers in which to 
return the lighters. For returning a lighter or lighters, consumers 
will receive one $5.00 check to cover their inconvenien.~;,~_ .. ,--.-_: 
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Rialto Eisenhower's Horacho Jimmerson r.tl-in at 
QB lat week and tJm week he went back to hal 
and rushed for 125 yards in 16 carries and scored 
once.# 35 (rl&ht) 
Rinrslde North's Chris Caliborne stars on the 
basketball team, but this week he starred on the 
eridiroa. Chris caupt a 74-yard TD and played 
exce tional defense at linebacker. 
Team/Scores 
•Fontana A.B. Miller 
•Rialto -
Game Recap 
27 Two of the Inland Empire's newer schools, A.B Miller (2-1-1) and Rialto (3-1), are 
7 fast developing a rivalry that may someday minor Eisenhower's and Fontana's. In 
an important San Andreas League game, Miller rushed its way to victory. Troy 
Holloway gained 112 yards and scored on a 44-yard run, while ruMing mate Bob 
Bulmer chipped in with 102. Kris Amaker also scored on a 33-yard m catch from 
Sydney Murphy. 
•San Bernardino Pacific - 45 
• San Bernardino 14 
City and San Andreas League rivals, Pacific (3-1) began defense of its league title 
with this win. Pacific running back Clayton Tenner scooted for 121 yards, while 
Albert Kilpalrick added 120 on the ground. The Pirates team.leader and QB, Ernie 
Burries rushed and threw for two TD's. 
•Riverside Poly -
•Rialto Eisenhower -
•Moreno Valley Rancho 
Vcrde-
•Munieta Valley-
•Bloomington -
•Moreno Valley Valley 
View -
21 The hits just keep on coming for Ike (1-2). After going undefeated and wiMing the 
15 CIF title, now everyone is gunning for the Eagles. This time it was Poly (2-2) who 
put the hit on Ike. Poly scored on a 43-yard pass from Mike Luna to Brain Hmis, a 
Jard Lewis I -yard run and a Chris Campbell 23-yard m catch from Luna. 
Rancho Verde (3-1) handed the ball to William League and he delivered. League 
20 rushed for 185 yards and score three TD's in this non-league win. 
14 
38 The scoring machine of Bloomington (4-0), has out scored opponents 280-31, 
while averaging 70 points per iame. RuMing back David Smith led the way rush-
15 ing for 204 yards and scoring four m•s. 
• Moreno · Valley 
Springs-
•Morcno Valley -
Canyon Canyon Springs found the going surprisingly tou&h a&ainst city rival Mo Val. Dar-
14 rell Franklin led the way with 73 yards in only 9 carries, including a 17-yard m 
6 run. 
•Riverside Nonh -
•Jurupa Valley -
•Barstow 19 
21 North's halfback Jermaine Ruffin continues to shine. In this non-league game he 
6 rushed for 123 yards and two ID's. North (2-0-2) also got a 74 yard ID' catch from Chris Claiborne. 
•Riverside Arlington 29 
•Hemet 10 
•San Bernardino San Gorgonio 6 
•Corona Centennial 38 
•Riverside Norte Vista 10 
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Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 
Riverside/San Bernardino 
Important Notice To All Former Pacific Bell Customers 
We May Owe 
You A e und! 
If you currently have service with Pacific Bell, you will receive a 
separate mailing concerning the ·delays in 
processing payments. 
The California Public Utilities Commission has ordered Pacific Bell to make re funds to customers who were billed in error 
because of our delays in processing payments mailed to us, possibly as early as 1986 through February 3, 1991 . Any payment 
made by mail could have been affected, whether it was mailed in the e nvelope we provided or in a different envelope . If any of 
your payments were affected, it could me_an that we owe you a refund because: 
• we billed you a late payment charge in error (late payment charges automatically appeared on your bill if your 
payment was not posted to your account by the late payment charge date), 
• we disconnected your telephone in error and billed you to reconnect it ($20 per line for residence and $40 per 
line for business), or 
• we billed you an undeserved return check charge ($7 per check) or your bank charged you a stop-payment 
fee (this may have happened if, a s a result of our payment processing delays , you had your bank 
stop payment on a check and you reissued the payme nt). 
If you think you may have been billed in error, we need to hear from you so that we can refund any incorrect charges. Please fill 
out the attached response form, and return it to us. The re's no need for you to call us. A Pacific Bell representative will contact 
you either by phone or letter as soon as possible, but it may take as long as nine ty days. Your claim must be received by 
October 20, 1995. 
To date we've refunded over $5 million in late payment charges because of this problem. While you may have already received a 
refund, you may be entitled to an additional one. For example, you may be due an additional refund for the years 1986 and 1987, 
or for charges other than late payment charges, as described above. 
We apologize for any inconvenience or financial problem this may have caused you. We want to assure you that we've changed 
our payment processing procedures to prevent this error from happening again. 
Note: 12% annual interest will be applied to all refunds or credits. 
TELESIS. SERVICES I I I I I I• 
1994 Pacific Bell 
Response 
Yes, I think your de lays in processing payments may have caused me 
to be overcharged. T his may have occurred as early as 1986 through 
February 1991. Please have a Pacific Bell representative review my 
account and contact me. 
I MAY HAVE BEEN OVERCHARGED FOR {check all that apply}: 
0 Late payment charge 0 Reconnect charge 0 Return check charge from Pacific BelV 
Stop-payment charge from my bank 
WHEN I THINK MY ACCOUNT MAY HAVE BEEN AFFECTED 
(check all that apply): 
0 1986 0 1987 0 1988 
0 1989 0 1990 0 Jan. 1 to 
Feb. 3, 1991 
Best phone number to reach me: _____________ __ _ 
Best time to call me: ___________ _ ______ _ 
Name: __________ ____ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ 
My current address is: _______ -=""'"==--------
<STIIEEl ADOIIESS) 
(O IY. SIATE. ZlP) 
Former Pacific Bell telephone number, if known: ----~-------
Note: Your claim must be received by October 20, 1995. 
PLEASE MAIL THIS RESPONSE FORM TO: 
Pacific Bell 
485 South Monroe, Room 010 
San Jose, CA 95128-9510 
TELESIS. SERVICES I I I I I I• PACIFIC EIBELL. 
C 1994 Pac ific Bell A Pa c ific Te tesls Com pon y 
PACIFICD BELL® 
A Pac ific Telesis Company 
